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Abstract 
Despite the heroic efforts of the nineteenth and early 
,twentieth-century feminists, the basic relatior1s of tl1e sexes 
in America have really changed but little. There l1ave been 
many,,_ many modifications and exceptions and a drastic alteration 
:itJ.: se·xual behaviour, but men continue to be outs tar1d i ng i11 
bti$in:ess and government, and \vomen to dominate tl1e l1on:c a11d 
·f'amily:. The basic mores of the 19th century continue to exist. 
The reason the feminists failed to have a greater impact 
i:s- that they did not develop an adequate alternati'vc conl~1..·ption 
.of· se-xuality, using the term sexuality in its broadest possi.blc 
s,ense, to mean the differences ben.;een the se:-:es in total per-
• 
soi:lality and temperament. The existing rel a tio11 be tt,:een t11c 
sexes in nineteenth-century America ,.;as based on a def i11i te 
constellation of views about sexuality·, '(,.J'hicl1 l1as bee11 described 
as ·u the cult of true ,vomanhood." True, or real, t. .. 1omen \.:ere 
bel~eved to be innately submissive, pure, self-sacrifici11g, 
·1ntbitive, emotional and illogical, while men were thought to 
p·o$Ses·s the opposite traits. The feminist movement did not re-
plae!e this view of sexuality, which is still tl1e pre<lor::ina11t 
.o.ne today, although usually less blatantly expressed tl,an a 
c·eritury ago. 
To understand the reason for this failure of the feminists, 
it is necessary to try to find out what they, themselves, really 
1 
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thought about the question of sexuality, and that was the 
main endeavour of this research. Since th.e enormous 11umber 
I 
of speeches made by feminists in tl1e hea.t of tt1e organized 
movement's battle for suffrage and otl1er specific . l :-~ :~; ti(: 5 
contained many inconsistencies which might have reflected 
.nothing more than the desire of tl1e feminists to f trid argum.ents 
acceptable to their audience, these . \,t e re n as s c d 
• 
of a close study of tl1e thought and \•.rr it irtgs of 
feminists who attempted to formulate comprehensive statcmci1ts 
of their considered views about the nature of women. 
The ana 1 y s is of this 1 i t er at u re c 1 ear 1 y s 11 owed t l1 at th c 
ideological confusion displayed on tl1e surf ace of tl1c orgai1-
ized feminist movement ,a1as a reflection of fundamental dis-
agreement among its members as to tl1e e:-cist(•11cc or 11or\-existence 
of sexual differences in overall persor1ality and tl1c ir::;1li._::1tions 
of such differences. Inter es ting 1 y , the t't,10 main found e rs o f 
the feminist movement, Lucretia Mott and Elizabetl1 Cady Stanton, 
both deprecated sexual differences in overall pcrso11ality, but 
the majority of feminists studied did not sl1are tl1eir v1c\.:s in 
.. 
thj_s respect. 
Indeed, the majority fir·mly believed women to be made of 
finer stuff, to have subtler, more intuitive mental proccsscs, 
and to be more spiritual and altruistic: (None of the feminists 
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.e:ven considered ·the possibility of women being more selfish, 
aggressive or lustful.) The majority of tl1e feminists actually 
based their feminism on the tenets of the \!ictorian i<lez.11. of 
womanhood; because women are morally superior to men., ti1c)t argued, 
the good of the world requires that women exercise more leadership 
otrtside the home as well as within it. \.[hi 1 e t 11 e s a rn D 1. c i !1 c 1 tided .. 
in· this study was confined to feminists '\o1l10 became ~1cti\1 e . .-b ct ore 
the e.p.cl ·of the third quarter of the 19tl1 century, otl1er studies of 
t.he feminist movement suggest that tl1ese cor1clusions apply· to tlle 
mqvement as a whole up until its demise in tl1e earlv 1920s. During 
.the latter period, the feminists increasingly empl1.asized tl1e cla.im 
that political power for women was political poti1er for reform, for 
:$ocial purity (chastity), temperance, and later, otl1er progress1ve 
tno·s:trutns; .such a claim could only logically proceed f ron1 a <le-
f~h~t~on of women's nature similar to the Victorian ideal. 
Thus the feminist movement failed to alter tl1e COU11 t n" 1 5 
" 
b.asic conception of the nature of sexuality and of tl1e proper relation 
between the sexes because the majority of feminists agreed witl1 
the fundamentals of the Victorian view. Fur thermo re, tl1c:-,i- based 
-their claim that women should exercise more leadersl1ip 011 the roost 
,fallacious aspect of the Victorian idea of sexuality, tl1e idea ti1at 
women are morally superior. It seems clear that if today's feminists 
fail to take an objective look at sexuality and contribute some clear 
thinking on the subject, they will fail, as the \!ictori;.111 fcr::inis ts 
failed, to have an important effect on deep-seated attitudes, at1d 
:wi.11 only bring about super£ icial changes. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The recent resurgence of the "Woman Movement" has revived 
.int·erest in the pioneer feminists of the mid-nineteenth century. 
On the one hand, they are, of course, lauded by contemporary1 
feminists for their heroic struggles in the cause; or1 tht.~ otl,er 
hand, it is thought by some feminists and scl1olars that the 19th 
and early 20th-century movement which they shaped was really, for 
.a.11 the commotion it raised, more of a f ailurc than a st1ccess. 
Robert Riegel states in American \.Jorne11: "Possibly most dis-
~llusioning from the standpoint of the old feminism is that while 
there have been many changes during the past centurv and a half, 
the basic relations of the sexes have really changed l)ut little. 
Men continue to be outstanding in business and government, and 
·women to dominate the home and family. All sorts of modifications 
and exceptions may be noted, and yet the basic ideas of the 19th 
century continue to exist. A future in wl1icl1 men and r • ._~omen arc in 
fact equal remains far distant."1 (italics mine) 
If the 19th and early 20th century movement was a failure, 
however, it is not so clear exactly how or wl1y it fa.iled. \-.'illiam 
O'Neill argues that the movement failed because the feminists did 
not grasp the fact of the necessity of destroying capitalism and 
1. (Teaneck, N.J., 1970), p. 349. 
-3-
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t:he iso:1a·tion of the nuclear family before women could be freed 
_from :the bondage of their homes. 2 Whether this be true or not, 
it is also possible to conjecture that perhaps the feminists never 
had any rea_l success; perhaps all or at least most of the changes 
·that did oc.cur and gave an illusion of success for awhile were 
re·ally :caused by other factors entirely, such as industrialization, 
urbanization and other aspects of modernization, particularly the 
i_n¢rease in scientific rather than superstitious attitt1des. Perhaps 
:the early feminists never did make any dent in America's deeper 
conception of the relation between the sexes. 
Th,e Question of Sexuality 
If this is so, the reason is that the feminists did not de\relop 
an adequate alternative conception of sexuality -- . US111.g ' t. · 1 .. . I • 
" .. ' '-· 
sexuality in its broadest possible sense, to mea11 the di ff c·rt'.nces 
between the sexes in total personality and tcmpcr(un~:nt. :\t ar\y gi\1en 
time, the relation between the sexes established or encot1r;iged by 
society must rest on some commonly accepted notion of the e:..:istence 
or nonexistence of sexual differences in personality. Certainly, 
the existing relation between the sexes in nineteentl1-centurv America 
was based on a very definite constellation of views about sc:,uality. 
Men were considered to be innately aggressive, sensual, and logical; 
women were believed to be innately submissive or meek, pt1re (not 
sensual), self-sacrificing, intuitive, emotional and illogical. 
2. When Everyone Was Brave. The Rise and Fall of Feminism in in America. (Chicago, 1969), pp. ix, 143-144. 
\ 
' 
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'It followed, most people thought, that women were suited to the 
home and men to the world, women to follow and men to lcad. 3 
In order to change the country's deep-rooted idea of the proper 
relation between the sexes, it seems clear that tl,e f emir,ists need-
ed to put forward a coherent and consistent altern..--1ti:vc vic-w of 
sexuality. The studies of feminism completed to date intiic.t.te that 
the organized movement as a whole did 11ot put fon..rard an',"' , • f-"":'J"--· ,, -o"-.... 'I, "' ~ 4 '', .. _ . ,, I, t 
sistent alternative view. On t11e co11trary, the feminists were qtiite 
given to the use of conflicting arguments to ser,.,e varying purpi-:>Bc5 
4 or even to serve the same purpose . 
At times sexual differences and sexual roles were deprecated 
and women described as practically cqui\1alent to men; this t,.;is 
particularly the case when it was being argued ti1at all occupations 
ought to be open to both sexes. At other times, currently accepted 
notions of particularly feminine virtues, such as piety. purity. 
charity and peacefulness, were extolled to tl1e effect that ;1 refor·m-
at~on of the affairs of the world would result from women's more 
active participation in them. 
3. All the intriguing, strange and wonderful ramif icattor1s, subtleties and con tr ad ic t ions involved ir1 this vi c~ .. / n f ~< ,·:.:u:1 1 it y are discussed in the follo,;,..;ring studies, ::1n1un~:, t 1 thcr":: ?,:~:··:,,:~r-.t ·,.;c·l tCt'y "The Cult of True Woman11ood: 1820-18()0," .-\:~·>_:r L,':l:~ i;:.~r·: ,_·r: ·:, :,:\·1 ! 1 ·-------··-·-·-"'··-·--~- --- -- -
--- . .... 
(S1nmner, 1966), pp. 151-179; Page Sn1LLh, lL~ 1.L:ht.:t·r< ··:· : ·:1,· :':·· :--~ ::~·d _!f"and: -~------- --- --- - ·-· --
-
--
--- --c·-
-
---
-
- .. -, ,. 
--·= -'"""°" 
Women in American History (Boston, 1970) ~ Si.dnl·y 11,.·r'.)t·rt ::ii::~~,·:,., Marriage, Morals and Sex in America (Ne\.; York, 1953); Riegel, :~:?-~"_·rii.~~1.n Women. 
4. Riegel in American Women, and O'Neill in When Everyone Was Brave both discuss this. 
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One wonders, then, what were the ideas of the Victorian 
feminists about the nature of women and feminine sexualitv. Was .... 
the ideological confusion displayed on the surface of tl1c organ-
ized movement simply a reflection of opportunism on tl1e part of 
its leaders, or was it symptomatic of }'/_deep confusion and am-
bivalence about human sexuality on the part of the Victorian 
feminist? 
One way of pursuing this question is to study closely, not 
t.h~ enormous number of speeches and statements made by many f emin-
.i:sts in the heat of the organized movement's battle, but tl1e tl1ought 
~.11d. writings of those Victorian feminists who attempted to write 
.com..p.rehensive statements of their considered views about tl1e nature 
df women -- in other words, to investigate the thougl1t of tl1ose 
fetni-ni.sts who did concern themselves with the constructio11 of a 
thorough ideology for a woman's movement . 
Establishing a Sample of 
Feminist Literature on Sexuality 
In deciding criteria for selecting a manageable sample of 
~id-Victorian American feminist literature, the first task was to 
define feminism. I have defined a feminist as someone who was 
concerned with the advancement of women primarily for tr1e sake of 
women and only secondarily for the sake of effecting other reforms 
or in connection with other movements. Frances Wrigl1t, for example, 
i_s_; excluded prjmarily because her interest in the emancipation of 
\ 
• 
-:7-
women seemed quite secondary to her interest in a number of other 
. 5 questions. 
William O'Neill has said that during the latter part of the 
century, almost the whole feminist movement moved away from u 
committment to the advancement of \ilomer1 for tl1e sake of womctl to 
.,. 
a concern with the advancement of women for tl1e sake of other r ct on::u.1, 
a position he calls "social feminism ... 6 Tl1ere is an elcmct1t of 
subjective evaluation involved in cataloguing indi\.ridtsal tJorncn as 
feminists or social feminists, and tindoubted ly tl1e s;1r.1c ·,;c)::::1.n is 
sometimes one and sometimes the other. I can on l ,; s av t h :1 t I l1a v e •. ~ 
tried to choose bona fide feminists, and that in limiting myself 
to those who became active before tl1e final quarter of tl1c century, 
I have in general avoided dealing with tl1ose r.,r110 became act i·vc after 
the movement had turned toward social feminism. 
Two other criteria were used in selecttng the sample. Naturally, 
I chose the women who had written the most abot1t tl-le Cl\ltist ion of • 
sexuality, of sexual differences in personality. Surprising as it 
may seem, some of the feminist movement's most active leaders appear 
5. My evaluation of Frances Wright is based on tlie study by A.J .G. Perkins and Theresa \.J'olfson, Frances \·lr i t~11t: free T·~:1r:n i rer --~-----·---~-- "- ---- -----~ --· --- ----.---,.. --· 4.,, ·- a· . ....._--(New York, 1939). The socialist and utop i.:1r1 ::~('•\'l:11-:,_·nt :~ :,·'_·,. ~ <1t·d ideas about the need for cl1anging the: st.~1 tus dependently of the ,voman' s r igl1 ts n1u~,1L:n1cn t . their ideas and those of the feminists, plus socialist and communist ideology about women which need greater attention. 
. 
(_ l :. \•,."' < ·i :~1 t __ • : 1 ... " : ': ~ ~ ' . 
'f 
.. • ~ 
~ •• ""i -
the 
'! • • 
--
• 
i._ 1 1 : : c ~ r- t· :1. i • ~. __ • 
~-~
1 
~--· t. ·..:t;cn 
• ,•,C')':.,.• ·~f 
.... ··--· ! ' .. ,.._ l , .• 
are inter c~ s l int: s tl b j e ct s 
6. When Everyone Was Brave, pp. x, 352-355. 
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· .. 
to have given almost no thought at all to the question. For ex.ample, 
Susan B. Anthony, who devoted most of her life to tl1e wom~1r1's rights 
mov·ement, had almost nothing to say about sexuality, except tllat l1er 
t·endency to regard power for women as power for temperance ilnd purity 
.in general, implied the moral superiority of women. For tl1e most 
part, Miss Anthony left the writing and speech-making to Mrs. Stanton 
.while. she attended to the organizational work. 7 Lucy Stone was one 
of t·.h~ -woman's rights movement's most effective spezik.crs as well as 
a. pr:inie organizer, but she never dealt with the questio11 of se:{uality 
.in any depth. I.n her speeches she argued both that women should 
··have equality with men in all fields of activity, and tl1at \i1omen' s 
h .. h ·1 d d ld b 
· f 1 f 
- S 
. _1.g er mora stan ar s wou e a strong 1.n uence or ref·orm. 
After thus establishing a body of feminist literature dealing 
wd~:th sexuality, I exercised a third criterion by choosing tllose women 
whose ideas received the most attention, favorable and/or unfavorable, 
both from other feminists and from the public. On tl1is basis, both 
:,Sa.rah Grimk~ and Margaret Fuller were eliminated. 9 
7. Evaluation based mainly on K,atharine Anthony, Susan B. :\ntr1on\' (Garden City, N. Y., 1944), and Ida Harper, The Lif c and r, .. 1r,rk of S~c1s;1n B. Anthony, 3 vols., Indianapolis and K3nsas Cit~l, 189S-190S. 
8. Elinor Rice Hays, Morning Star, A Biograpl1y of Lucy Stone 1818-1893 (New York, 1961); Alice Stone Blackwell, Luc~-t Stone, Pioneer of Women Orators (New York, 1954). 
9. In American Feminists, (Laurence, Kansas, 1963), pp. 33-3!. and 102, Robert Riegel states that Sarah Grimke and }f2rgarct Ful '1 er had 1 it t 1 t· influence. I found nothing elsewhere to con.traJ. ic t this. ~·1y k::;,· .. .-1 t·d~~c of their major works also convinces me tl1a t t l1e i r inclusion -r..;ou lci add to the length, but not change the results of ti1e study. 
I I 
.,;-. 
Beside the women mentioned, the following were considered for 
the study and rejected on the basis of one or more of tl1e cri.tcri.a -
Martha Coffin Wright, Abby Kelley, Lydia ~iaria Child, Amelia Bloomer, 
J:a·ne ·Grey Swisshelm, Elizabeth Blackwell, Harriot Kezia lit1nt, ?-L.-iry 
.Put_n·am Jacobi, and Anna Dickenson. lO Two wome11 not included, P:lulina 
W):.ight Davis and Olympia Brown, might have been good candidates for 
.t.he· study had their writings been obtainable; Robert Riegel' s account 
of· their views indicates that their inclusion probably would not 
11 have altered the results of the study. 
The nine feminists included in this study did consider the 
question of sexuality, and they all caught public attention. All 
but one, Sarah Josepha Hale, were identified with fem1n1sn ~t the 
time; that she was actually as much a feminist, if 11ot suffragist, 
a~ most of the others is clear in retrospect. As a group, the women 
:in the samp 1 e fit the socio 1 o g i ca 1 c 11 a r a c t er is t i c s o f l 9 t 11-c en t ti r y 
f.;eminists noted by other studies well. 12 Thev are almost all from .. 
t,h·e Northeast and from the middle class, with more from tl\e upper-
middle than the lower-middle class. Their f atl1ers and husbands were 
more often professional men (lawyers, preachers, businessn1en etc.) 
10. Material about these women sufficient to explain their exclusion under one or more of the criteria can be found in Riegel, American Feminists . 
11. American Feminists, pp. 120, 130. 
12. Ibid., pp. 184-189. 
-10-
than farmers so that their orientation was relatively urban. Most 
were well educated by the standards of the time . ,\11 
. in this sample were married and had children; in the feminist move-
ment as a whole, practically all the ~.;omen were married. Tl1c women 
in the sample had all become active feminists before tl1c close of 
·the third quarter of the century; some remained active until the 
end of the century, but none after its close. In point of time, 
the-y were all Victorians. 
The study will not attempt to present full portraits of the 
individual feminists dealt with, or to give more than the briefest 
13 indications of their roles in the organized movement, bt1t will con-
centrate on an analysis of their thought about 11uma11 sexuality·, about 
·woman's relative physical strength, intellectual ability·, emotional 
and spiritual nature, and specifically sexual desires and drives. 
Given their basic attitudes about the inherent nature of women, in 
what direction did the Victorian feminists expect \,;omen nigt1t firld 
g_reates-t personal satisfaction - in the direction of enlarging or 
cl~:i..rii.shing their sexual role? Did they consider that women's social 
rol·es should be determined by (or modelled upon) tl1eir sexual /maternal 
~ole? Did they consider that women's careers as wives and motl1ers 
should be enlarged and women play a larger role in society Ilk"linly as 
altruistic maternal figures (nurses, teachers, social workers, etc.)? 
13. This material is available in a number of studies, most :hand illy, Riegel' s American Feminists. 
... 
.•. 
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Oi' ,,cfid they think that women's sexual role should be diminished 
~(s.o that being a wife and mother need take no more time and 
energy than being a husband and father), and tl1at women should 
be encouraged to choose social roles, including non-altruistic 
or non-maternal roles, as freely as men? 
• 
• 
.. 
A SAMPLE OF 
VICTORIAN FEMINIST VIEWS ABOUT SEXUALITY' 
Chapter One: Those Who 
_Emphasized Sexual Differences 
Five of the nine feminists in the sample agreed witt1 most 
:p.f: the prevailing Victorian ideas about differences bet~~ccn tl1e 
sexes in personality. These feminists differed strongly and un-
animously with prevailing views i11 only one respect; tl1ey did 
not believe women need be or should be submissive toward men. 
.In fact, they tended to believe that the progress of civilization 
depended upon the leadership of women in important areas. They 
disagreed with Victorian ideas about women's social role, or 
"sphere," in varying degrees. 
Elizabeth Oakes Smith 
Born and raised in Maine in comfortable circumstances, Elizabeth 
was gifted with great beauty and charm as well as intelligence. 
According to her later recollections, her natural ability for in-
dependence of thought was early stimulated w11en s11e spent mucl1 of 
her time with her two sets. of grand-parents, the Puritan Princes 
and the free-thinking Blanchards; by the age of six she was de-
bating against sin and predestination with all who would listen. 1 
1. Mary Alice Wyman, ed. Selections From The Autobiographl of Elizabeth Oakes Smith (Lewiston, Maine, 1924), pp. 14-15, 22. 
I 
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However, her desire for higher education received no en-
couragement at home, and in obedience to her motr1er' s wisl1es 
she married at a very young age. Her husband was tl1c r .. ~cll-know,i 
editor and author of the famous Jack Downing series, Seba Smitl1, 
but he was almost twice her age. The couple l1ad f i,.re cl1ildren 
in quick succession, and then quite suddenly became ;1lmost poverty 
stricken in 1837. They moved to New York to be near publisi1crs, 
and Elizabeth took up writing seriously. She t,1as very successful 
~and sold everything from fairy tales for children to poetry and 
novels. Her major work on the position of women, \.Joman z1nd Her Seeds., 
·was published in 1851, first as a series of articles in t11e ~;t'.'·"' "':·<,rk. 
Tribune and then in book form. 2 The first \.;roman to speak 011 the 
lyceum platform throughout the country, }irs. Smith did a great 
amount of lecturing between 1851-64, and most of l1er speeches r..;ere 
.ab-out woman and her needs. 3 Her literary reputation and pcrso11al 
charm made her very effective as a speaker, and sl1e undoubtedly 
exerted considerable influence. She was also active in the organized 
movement, especially in the antebellum days when tl1e women's rights 
conventions needed every respectable speaker they could get. 
2. New York, 1851. 
3. Mary Alice Wyman, Two American Pioneers: Seba Smith and Elizabeth Oakes Smith (New York, 1927), p. 206. 
-14-
Mrs. Smith believed strongly that sexual difference pervades 
the entire personality, that "there is a dif f erencc 1n the sot1l 
4 as in the bodies of the sexes." Besides greater pt1ysical strength, 
man has greater aptitude for logic, for "tl1e exactitudes of science, 
and those protracted labors needful to the hardier development of 
the understanding, because this is in conformity \..'itl1 r1is position 
as Lord of the material Universe to which God l1as appointed hfm ... 
Woman, the after-creation, is "sometl1i11g ne3rer allied to tl1e 
heavenly." She is more flexible, graceful, ethereal and be:1.utiful, 
and her mind has in it "more of aspiration, more of tl1c subtle and 
intuitive character that links it to tl1e spiritt1al... Sl1e cares less 
for the deductions of reason, because sl1e has at1 elemer,t 
nearer to the truth than reason can ever reacl1, by f.Jhich 
in l1erself 
the approaches of the true and beautiful, ti1itl1out tl1e manly '-"'rcstl i11gs 
all night of the Patriarch to which t11e ot11er sex are sul>j ec ted ..... S 
Mrs. Smith was sure that women are emotionallv st1neri.or. To •' . 
b 1 11 d f d " 6 tt 1 ' i h 
woman e ongs a prepon erance o ten erness, a ren,ity · n er 
affections that involves the best devotedness of l1t1m<ln love." Thus 
when women succeed in impressing upon tl1e r...1orld tr1e ",. .. :oman-perccpt ion° 
or "woman intuition," the world will be "regenerated and discntl1rallcd ... 
4. Smith, Woman, p.22. 
5. Ibid., pp. 22-25. 
6. Ibid., p. 40. 
., 
Tll'e: ,evi_l.·s: of the past could not have occurred had woman been allowed 
h.ei:· prop:er share in the formation of opinion. 7 
Mrs. Smith did not consider anybody's specifically sexual nature, 
·but· given her application of the Christian dichotomy between tl1c 
. 
physi·cal and the spiritual to the question of sexuality in general .. 
-_it is hard to imagine she did not consider tl1e lust of tl1e f1L~sh as 
primarily a male affliction. Indeed, the very fact that she failed 
to: me~1tion the subject in a work entitled \~oman and Iler Needs migl1t 
±hd~cate that she considered it exclusively a male need. That she 
had no libertine leanings is apparent from l1er argument that , ... ,hi.le 
people should be prevented from amrrying before they attain full 
maturity, divorce should also be absolutely forbidden. 8 
Mrs. Smith was like other feminists in asserting tl1at men l1ad 
no right to prescribe or limit woman's social role, or to lay down 
rules for woman in any way. 9 Beyond this assertion of abstract right 
and equality, however, her ideas on the social roles of tl1e sexes 
were inconsistent in a very connnon way. On the one hand, sr1e asserted 
that ·man is designed by God to be Lord of the external world. On tl1e 
:other hand, "The world needs the action of \.Joman thought in its 
destinies. The indefinite influence springing from tl1c private 
circle is not enough ... " She claimed women's surest approacl1 to 
7. Ibid., p. 24. 
8. Ibid., pp. 77-78. 
9. Ibid., pp. 18-20. 
,II 
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truth is by intuition, rather than plodding logic or scholarship, 
but then she claimed that ''the majority of women in society are 
suffering in the absence of wholesome, earnest, in'vl~or:?t int: st1b-
jects of thought, expending themselves upon trifles, and fretting 
themselves and others for lack of employment. The routine of house-
keeping, the study of the arts, or the management of cl1ildren is 
not enough to fill their lives."lO 
She thought that the condemnation to indoor toil -- "far more 
limiting in its nature than that of the out-door kind, bcr1ca.th the 
invigorations of air and sky" had done muc 11 to na rro',,: and oar a 1 vze 
• # 
h . f 11 :t e energies o women. Yet she though t t 11 a t " in t 11 a t p u r c s t a t e 
of. society of which human aspiration is so propl1etic," women ,.ould 
not labor for gain, but would concentrate 011 tl1eir role as .. a link 
t·o: the spiritual world. 1112 Perhaps sl1e envisior1ed these: 1:t.dics of 
·t·h.e future as exercising their linkage to the spiritual ,..:orld out 
of doors. 
Meanwhile until the good time arrived, sl1e felt tl1at vomen 
:should work for gain as well as to ref arm tl1e world. :\11 .. nventies 
of wealth and distinction'' should be open to women as freely as 
to the other sex so that women might have financial independence, 
-and fill positions in society secured by t11eir own talent and 111dustry, 
10. Ibid., pp. 16-17. 
11. Ibid., p. 19. 
12. Ibid., p. 45. 
-----·---·--~---..,,._, _____________ _ 
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rather than have to engage in the legal prostitution of marrying for 
support and position in the world. There . lS no \..ray, she clair:1cd, 
,to ,prevent the sacrament of marriage from being treated as a commer-
cial transaction "except by putting t11e sexes upon a platform of 
equality so far as property is concerned, till the tin1e shall come 
when h11IDan interests shall be better equalized. " 13 Just 110\..' this 
equalization of human interests -- which \..rould enable \.;omen to be 
financially independent without having to concern tl1en1sc l.ves ~i th 
mundane matters -- is to come about or work she never said. She 
simply prophesied that "Woman being the last in creation is un-
doubtedly the one through which the ultimate good to the world is 
to be achieved ••• 1114 
Eliza Farnham 
Eliza Farnham developed a very definite and col1erent theory of 
sexuality about which she wrote and lectured extensi,.rely. lier ~'Tltings 
were known to other feminists and undoubtedly l1ad some effect on 
their thinking, although Mrs. Farnham did not play a prominent role 
in the formation of the organized movement. \fuile strongly a.ppl;-iuding 
the pioneer efforts of the organized feminists in ema11c ipat ing women 
f·rom all legal and social restrictions imposed by men, she found it 
13. Ibid., pp. 45-53. 
14. Ibid., p. 102. 
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difficult to cooperate with any group which did not share her vievs 
in every detail. 15 Actually, there was mucl1 more sy1npatl1y .~1 tl, t1er 
views among the organized feminists than she ima:;.:~ incd, .:1nd had sr,e 
not died in 1865, early in the movement's history, sl1e migi1t have 
realized this. 
Born in Rensselaersville, New York, in 1815, sl1e lost l1er mother 
before she was six, endured an unhappy childhood, and 
self-educated. She married twice, had four children, and nursued 
• 
a great variety of experience during her adult life, including four-
years (1844-1848) as matron of the women 1 s section of Sing Sing. By 
the time she published her two-volume treatise, i,,lornan :1nc: ~£t.:r Era 
in 1865, shortly before her death, she was able to claim: 
;~1 ,_ ~ - -. -.- -) [• 1· 1· ---. ·1 c--_ e • . • ' L: • ~ l '- - - t~ t --· . . 
In the twenty-two years \•Jhich the truth has taken for its n1aturing, has been so varied, as to give it form of tr i a 1 \•111 i ch co u 1 d f ~ 1 l 1 L (_' life of any. . . [ I l1ave been rich 
and grief, happiness ~nd angu i :-:'.h, 
• r l -. 1 •-, 1 I 
· 
' ~ -
• • ' 1 l L •• c ~--· ~- •_· l • t_·,,_ l.lla_ 
.T ov 
~ 
.. 
. .... t l (" _) t) t_. ,- ~ : ~ ( : 1 .. ~ l ~ ; -couragement, ligl1t a11d dark.ncss li:_~\-l' , __ ·r1t__·,.<-~:r,_·,: my 10 t . Wed 10 Ck and 'l'.•J id o \•,7 ho o cJ , b i r L 11 ::-; ; -! : 1 i:_: ~ , · ~ t '.1: ; have enricl1ed and impoverished r1c:. I !i.~·:,· Ji -.·t·d in the thought f u 1 so 1 i tu d c o C t h c :. r, i : 1 t i i __ • r , 1 : 1 . : amid the noise and distract.ions ur· t·::t" .·r,,·,,: :,·: ::1;1rt. Years of severe ma11ual labor 11:1\·c :·11:;, ___ '.11 i_·:-:.~(- •. \·,: for the support an.d education uf ::1y (·hildr-•._·n -of travel have thror.,m me among grc;1t ,:aricties d 16 men an women ••• 
~ 
·' 1 ne 
~- • ·11·s ,, t ___ '( . -- ~~ '
,.. 
ot 
15. Eliza Farnham, Woman and Her Era (New York. 1865) I, v. 
16. Ibid., I, vi-vii. 
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The great truth which Eliza Farnham "matured" was that woman 
is definitely superior to man in the evolutionar\~ scr1eme of • • tt11i1~s. 
:and the further progress of the human race depends upon the long 
era of masculine domination being superseded by an era of feminine 
ascendance and hegemony. 
"Life is exalted in proportion to its organic and functional 
complexity," she wrote, and "Woman's organism is more complex and 
her totality of function larger than tl1ose of anyr other being 
inhabiting our earth; therefore her position in the scale of Life 
·i.s t:he most exalted - the Sovereign one." 17 Thus, nwoman is a 
·myst-ei:·y to man by transcending both his consciousness and r1is capacity 
\f:or experiences ••. woman produces and includes m{l n. "18 1\s an organ-
ism, woman possesses all the functions of men plus three more, 
.tn¢rtstruation, parturition, and lactation. The "superior-maternal" 
:organs are "plexuses of nerves in and of themselves" of "extreme 
sensibility," which are connected with the superior intellectual, 
19 spiritual and emotional nature of women. 
She argued that rudimentary organs are "prophetic of a higher 
life coming" rather than remains of lost po\.Jers as DarT. .. 1 it1 thought, 
,and then launched into a rhapsody on the female form: 
17. Ibid., I, 27. 
18. Ibid., II, 7. 
'19. Ibid., I, 77. 
. ., 
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Now the rudim~ntary mammae of man are carried forward in woman, 11ot only to t1se, the most momentous to tl1e ,;,,1elf.:_1rc uf t:hc r:~ct_·, ::-,1:t to beauty the mos't l){.::.r-fc··c·t ·)·- ·- 1, • :1., .. , ... , ,- .r"· ' ~ , -· - . t.. .. l l ! -" t.. .. .. ~- ..... : ~ .. ... ... '._ - ,I,. .. • .. • • • they a r e the s our c c o f c :-: q 1..1 i s i t 1.. . .- d ,_: 1 : . · ·: : ~ :-: .- i. n d inexpressible suf fcrir1gs [ ·~ l ... ;1:11: ,,:1. th,· psychical side tl1ey arc rcprcscnt: 1~·i: >1~.- i1:·:'t:ction ••• the bosom is tl1e scat 01· the~ dt·\..·p1__·::(, ::-.,,,.;t Yearnl·ng tend 0 r11r,s··c· 1·l1·1'· ,.,·ir-~1 -< ·,··,,_: ":, -·,··< ~··1··· \..:.- '-- o L <.. .... L , , ..... .. ... l ~ . . ... .. .. ,. .. . .. - • .. .. ...... • "' l--' 11. f e A r u d ·i· r11 c:-, ·1 t ·11-, T .- , ) 1-,-, ·. 1 , · i : 1 • r ·, , · - ·, r· . ~ 1 I 1 -. c , , • • • • L'. L C .• T J '- - .. • ' . ~ .. • •• , . •. • • ·... ,_ • - • t.:. . " .,. ~ 
.. , 0 f a Camp 1 et e O 1- <:r 'l 11 1· c c . ) r~1 , "·, .. ) ·i ·, • , . , , .... ··, 1 ' . ,_. ·,' • r i .• c· t - .. _ (. - ... .) .. =-:) l ... I. t .. _ ~ ... ' ~ ',_ '. ~ ' • ~ • ' .. .... ' ~ . ._ JI, •• t .... , ...c..,,_ C. ·' 
-
• be 1. ng t O Com O :1.1..r: t [') r- , 1· t c 1 ' 1 ·1 '· • · ·. • : · · · ' i - , •, ·, · , • C -.- L- 1 \...j .... .. ( '. 1, :··: ' ..... : ~ ·- : l. .... .. .. ..__ ..... · highest there shot.1ld be no ruci i :~:1.::: L, :1.:1c: ·,.; .. ·,::::1r1 being at the summit of the· t1r,:.:~:1i1· ;-;l·:1lc·, ·,,:"· may expect to f·i·11d r.,v()r-, 7 1 )·,1·· ·,:- i1··1· .,1-.~:~·'· 1 ·-·~ \.__ L.. .,,. ~ \.___ L ~--- ... .. l... ,. "' , - . ... .. ... ._ -.J •-. - .. charged \.Jitl1 its full I:H .. ·:1:-~urt.· 1.·1 :· 11>:c·... [: h,.• c 1 it or is is not r u d i n1 c 11 L z 1 r ,: : 1: 1 d ~ ~ :< \;: : r ·.,, · .. : : , · :-:--: . .-:-1 v . . 
' be ] the W l• d er d i· f· [ U C..' ·1· 1 ·1 l ~ . ) 1· n . · r 1 • • < ·,.: ·, . ·, : · · · . ,, r· .-. . _ 0 . . \.. . • l. ... .. • L.. ... ij (_ • '\ • • .. .. • f. 
.. - .. • ., f... concentrated prese11cc \,1oulcl s\.·:1r1__~t...'. l_,l·,:::;::;~_ ~ •. :ith the functional eco11ornics a11d hca 1th of adj ;1cet1 t parts.20 
As another aspect of the greater comple:-(ity of woman's nattire, she 
argued that masculine life is divisible into only· ' . t\..10 ncr t ods, . 
. 
.r1ntc-
paternal and paternal, whereas the feminine has a tl1ird, aclditional 
post-maternal (post menopause) period. This third feminine state 
is an advancement, not a degradation, for "it is tt1c trat1z-;nnut:ation 
of power in Woman; the annulling of a set of corporeal .,. ' t I t f'I 5' ,. 1 (l r~ I~ 
... 'l_.ll ' ii \,. l,. • . . • .... :ir .. 
and the transfer of the capacity entering into them to a more cxnlted 
department of life ••• in which the matcrni11 soul is generative when 
the body has ceased to be so; embraces humanity f .•. , 1 ! .. 21 l t S ' r.1 ~ ~, . . ' I. .•• . 1 . .... • • • 
Mrs. Farnham considered men and women as pl1ysica.lly strong in 
different ways. Men are larger, have more muscle tissue, and much 
22 greater power in the chest and arms. But women l1a,.rc more inner 
20. Ibid., I, 166-102. 
21. Ibid., I, 57-58. 
22. Ibid., I, 81. 
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~.-o.ur.age than men and greater ability to endure hardship, grief, 
') 3 :SO~~ow, pain, sickness, and anguish of body and soul. -
Intellectually, she considered men capable only of inductive 
r~asoning, and women adept not only at inductive, but also at 
deductive reasoning, "which presupposes an intuitive perception 24 of truth." (The men who had performed deducti,.re reason.ing she 
labeled "womanly-minded men," which is perhaps no r..:orse ti1an sayi11g 
that a logical woman "thinks like a man.") Deduction, of course, 
sbe considered the higher power: "In art, it may be called Imagination. 
in Science, Deduction, or the deductive power - in common life, 
Moral Perception or Intuition; in still darker conditions, Instinct ••• 
in t~e last analysis, they all eman the same thing; namely, ti1at 
. . . 
. 11 f . . b 1 l " 2 S 
~nter1or, essent1a y em1.n1.ne suscepti i ity to trut1 ... 
In illustration, she asserted that 
..• every religious and metaphysical system yet developed has primarily received its elements and proportions from the reasoning intellect of n1~n, rather than from an intuitive pcrcl:pl i.u11 ,'1 :- 1, •• ~h:1t aC tually exists in t l1e human Spirit, Cl;} i I~1 L 11 ':r. r c-COgni t iOil and development. ;\11cl most u ( L he.:'.::·: h.:1,.re ultimately proved t11emselves so 2t ,.rz1riz1ncc· \•.' i Lh the truth S O f the s p i r i t ; th c y l 1 cl \r c s o ; l f C r- \ ': 1 L 1..: d the general consciousness, t11c. cLcz1r St.:nti~-:·:1_1 :1t, the most divine affections, an.d the inluiti 1·:l.: judg-ment, that the glory '1;,1ould have 09gn ratt1cr to their destroyers than their builders ... -
23. Ibid., II, 160-166. 
24. Ibid., II, 183-189. 
25. Ibid., II, 228. 
26. Ibid., II, 10-11. 
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Mrs. Farnham considered the emotional superiority of women 
equally great. Beauty she called a ferni11inc ct1aractcristic and 
"the outward manifestation of women's superior capacity for tl1e 
27 nobler forms of love." And, per11aps because she felt on finner 
ground in claiming emotional and spiritual superiority tl1at1 in 
claiming intellectual superiority, sl1e asserted that nffections 
.(emotions) give meaning and direction to a person's lif c, not the 
?S intellect, which is only a tool, not a ruler ...... 
The affectional nature of man is dominated by self-love which 
can be broadened only so far as to include his ot..tn f ami.ly, tribe 
and nation, she asserted. Forms of self-love, ambition, acquisitive-
ness and sensuality have been the driving forces bel1ind all t:n.-in's 
material and intellectual achievements. \-litl1 11is phys1cal strength, 
this selfishness has fitted him for l1is mission of con.quest o~.t(·r tt1c • 
material world. 29 Woman is "made for conquest over tl1e spiritual 
world as he over the material." Thus won1en are "more reverct1t ti1an 
proud ••• more devoted to good than self-lovi11g, more aspiri:1,;~ tl1an 
ambitious, hence caring less for the outward statement her life \Jill 
bear than for its intrinsic unfolding and growth toward the spiritual 
fountain of life." 30 
27. Ibid., I, 103-106. 
28. Ibid., II, 12. 
29. Ibid., II, 46. 
30. Ibid. 
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Thus, "magnanimity, fineness of feeling, tenderness, gentleness 
to inferiors, delicate consideration for others, the still fortitude 
in suffering, the love of purity in word and deed" she considered 
all feminine qualities, and she argued that to rise to greatness men 
must not increase their masculine qualities, but rather partake of 
the feminine. 
This is practically well illustrated in the differences between inferior and exalted social conditions. In the former, \.Jomen arc. TTt~1sculine; in the latter, men partal~e of tl1e fen1ininc - are gentlemen - become refined, courteous ;1nd inure delicate in organization, percept ion ar1cl f t2e:l i11g ••• Society has its development in tl1e approx i111a t ion of the masculine to the feminine ty~£, and suffers degeneracy in the reverse movement. · 
Mrs. Farnham was relatively explicit in asserting that woman's 
:specifically sexual nature is different and more ele\rated tha11 man's. 
The spontaneous attractions of tr1e f emi11ine on the side of sense, are in connect ion i:.,.ri t 11 its rn;1 t t? rna l off ice ... Woman looks t11rougl1 feel i11:':_~ ;1nd t.::r:1c1 t i ,):1 to maternity as love's ultin1atio11 ... '.<\_,:1.~c: i:-; ,',,11-s1rmmation to him - but 011lv 1n~1tcr11it--., L.") ,,·,,11:<i1:::~::1:1tion J -to her . . . . Man is the d e grad c r o f t 11 c L o ,.r c - r l.. l : 1 t i ( , n s ; Woman their elevator ... It is man \,.r110 seeks the mz1tcrial 1 · 32 re at1on .•. 
Man, being a "spiritual-material being," regards "the corporeal 
relations as the grand fact," but woman is a "material-spiritual 
1;:> .. eing''· and "regards the spiritual or super-sensual lo\re union as 
the grand fact." Woman "experiences disgust and even l1orror at 
frequency [of intercourse], which, nevertheless, her love makes her 
31. Ibid., I, 185-186. 
32. Ibid., II, 107, 75. 
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desire to forgive, while her own spirituality gives her a trust in 
h b ·1·t t d 
· h. h 1 n33 
er a 1 1 y o a vance man to its ig er pane. 
She accounted for the behaviour of women who do not live up 
to her model by asserting that their enslavement by men has perverted 
their nature. She stated that women have been ensl~1vcd bv men since • 
·t.he beginning of h1unan existence, and l1ave co11seqt1cn t ly· c.ic,:v l 1111cd, 
like all other slaves, an "overruling desire to please those wc10 
dispose their fortunes and dispense comforts or privations, pleasures 
or pain to them." It is up to women pioneers, sl1e thoug11t, to tlreak 
this slavery and help women to know their true sel\1 es so tl1at tl1e~..-
may play their proper role of elevating man rather than catering to 
h1.·. s b . . 34 aser instincts. 
Central to Mrs. Farnham's view of the proper social roles of 
:the sexes was her belief that "procreation is the higl1est ft1nction 
0 f 11. f e , " 3 5 and that "No f 1 h · i 
' f 
'I. h d 
ema e aving tl1e capacity ·or mot,1cr oo 
'.:has a right to renounce it ••• " 36 She felt sure tl1a t t l1e i:::pr·n;."cmcnt 
,of mankind, which wise men have so often despaired of, can onl,; 
~· 
accomplished by women, whom she considered to I1ave almost unl imitcd 
power in the shaping of their offspring botl1 before a11d after birth. 
If women will but realize this power and assert tl1eir freedom to rule 
t:he home so that they may use their powers as their true inner 11atures 
.33. Ibid., II, 117-118. 
34. Ibid., I, 311. 
35. Ibid., I, 54. 
36. Ibid., I, 86. 
I 
I 
I\ 
\. 
Ii 
I, 
\ 
,, 
\ 
.•. 
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dictate, they can, she wrote, improve man so "that the Christ-nature 
shall be the daily, familiar expression worn by l1umanity. " 37 Tl1e 
freedoms woman requires to accomplish this work include, she thought. 
exemption during her maternity "from the passional invasion of her 
interior life, to which man is always more or less moved by the 
38 sensJ1al in his nature." 
Thus in answer to the question of what constitutes woman•s 
ri.ghts and proper sphere of action, Mrs. Farnham asserted that man, 
as an inferior being, has no claim to define the rigl1ts or spl1ere 
of woman,: h-is superior. Rather, woman's capacities include man's, 
ap;_d. s:he is the natural possessor of every right which is his. But 
it :was also clear to Mr. Farnham that the progress of the race depends 
tip_on woman's concentrating on the development of the capacities sl1e 
has above. man's. Man is designed to subdue nature, to suppl~,r and 
protect woman, and through her the race, while "ta1oman is designed 
"to employ and apply the means he creates in his higher creation of 
huniani·ty ... 39 Therefore the proper industrial world for woman .,is the 
interior, the world within the world, the innermost, sacred, social 
place; the source of social good or evil - the liome. n 4 0 
37. Ibid., II, 363-381. 
38. Ibid., II, 105. 
39. Ibid., I, 109. 
40. Ibid., II, 332-333. 
I 
\, 
\. 
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In the home, however, woman must be sovereign, she asserted, 
·;a-rid' all trace of her subjection to man eliminated. Unlike rn.a.n' s 
enslavement of woman, woman's sovereignty will be spiritt1al a.t1d 
loving, not oppressive, so that man will not feel humiliated or 41 ens.l_aved • 
While women have a perfect right to work to support themselves 
-if necessary, and at equal pay, women really demean tl1emsel·ves r.:l,en 
-they labor for gain, Mrs. Farnham argued. Tl1e true solution of tl1e 
problem of women's economic dependence -c..;ill evolve it1 time throt1gh 
the spiritual development of the race, she thought: 11 \..'l-1at now ~.1c 
call the dependence of Woman upon Man for support, will in time be 
seen to be dependence of Man upon i.ioma11 for . . p e rr.1 1 s s 1. on to st1ppor t 
her and co-work with her to the divine end ·- • d e v· c l () p =-~ t" n t 11 42 ot !1 tlffi-,], 11 • 
, 
When woman understands that her true scope is tr1e spirttual. not 
the physical, she will no longer f i11d l1er hotnc confining and long 
to go out and labor with man, Mrs. Farn11am cone luded. Si1c wi 11 
concentrate on developing her intellectual and spiritual hegemony 
for ,the sake of elevating the race. The result will be an ''Era of 
the Feminine," which as Mrs. Farnham describes it in tl1c f lr1al 
chapter of her treatise, sounds very mucl1 like the Kingdom of llcavcn 
·of earth: 
41. Ibid., II, 337. 
42. Ibid., II, 345. 
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The feminine era will have a tendency more to the universal: its affectional cl1ar2cteristics wi 11 be 10 Ve O f Tr 1J t 11 f O r i t s u s (' ~; \ ·1 r : I c· ' ~ 11 t' y ' happiness and goodness, rath(._~r t:li.:~n :-1:r it:;t·lf or f o r t he g 1 o r y o f i t s p t_) s s L; s :-; i c ) 11 ~ i t.: • .. ; i ~ l therefore be peaceful in~;tc~1d ,, f l_'\ 1 :1t.: r-('-.0 ,:r:: i :11, fruit f u 1 in discover i cs r ~1 L h L: r L h: 1 :1 i.:: 1 ~ t· : ,__• 11 :-; c of them, and expressive of the d i\.t i nL: l ,,~..11..· in regarding all its gai11s z1s the· cun1r:1()n1,,,·l,·1 l Lh of humanity, and in utilizing t11cn1 spL:cc~ily, ilrtis-tically and harmoniousl;l for the univcrs:11 ,~ood rather than the good of classes and crafts.43 
Antoinette Brown Blackwell 
Born in Monroe Country, Ne"\v York, in 1825, Antoinette Louisa 
Brown was a vivacious and feminine young lady called "Netten by 
her friends. Little is known of her youth except t11at s11e \t1as 
precocious and very religious; she joined the Congregational church 
·at th~ Ji_ge of nine on profession of faith. After attending a girls' 
:$eininary, she went to Oberlin, where she and Lucy Stone became 
·1·· f · d 44 c ose rien s. To the great consternation of the faculty (which 
refused to license, ordain or encourage her), she graduated from 
Oberlin's theological school in 1850, but it was some time before 
sh_e· wa-s able to find a church. Then she kept her pastorate only 
_one year because her own theological questionings prompted l1er to 
bec,ome a Unitarian. 
In 1856 she married Samuel Blackwell (a brother of Lucy Stone's 
·husband and of Elizabeth Blackwell, the first woman physician), and 
then produced six children in rather rapid succession. While this 
43. Ibid., II, 238. 
44. Elinor Rice Hays, Morning Star, pp. 47-59. 
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marked the end of her ministerial career, she continued to be active 
as an author and lecturer on the subject of women's rights, and 
t6 hold a respected place in the organized movement. 
Reverend Brown, as she was still known after her marriage, 
naturally developed first of all a series of arguments to the effect 
that the Bible, when properly interpreted, did not prove women's 
inferiority. But she went much beyond that, stud~lir1g physiology 
and the writings of the great thinkers of her time, includ it1g 
Spencer and Darwin, in an effort to develop a comprehensive theory 
o.f woman's nature and role that would fit witl1 11er ow-r1 experiences 
·and intuitions and those of her fellow feminists. 
The result of this study and thought appeared in print in 
1875 under the title, The Sexes Tl1rou~l1out :;;1ture. Sl1e ~-ide the 
initial point that men studied nature fron1 tl1c ridiculot1sl'I; biased 
standpoint that the male is the representative type of the species. 
and the female a modification preordained in tl-1e interest of re-
d . d . h . 1 45 pro uction, an 1n tat interest on y. 1'I e r t 11 e o r -i; T,,;: 1. s t ha t " t he 
sexes in each species of beings compared upon tl1e same pla.11c, from 
the lowest to the highest, are always true equivalents - equals 
but not identicals in development and in relative amounts of all 
normal force." 46 
45. Antoinette Brown Blackwell, The Sexes Throughout Nature (New York, 1875), p. 17. 
46. Ibid., p. 11. 
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At the same time, ~he asserted that there is a ratio between 
the evolution of a species and its sexual d ivcrgence, .:is tl1e sexes 
differ most in the highest group, the mammals, and "me11 and ~d:o:::.en 
are more broadly unlike physiologically and psychologically tl1an 
47 a1;1.y lower class." Thus Reverend Brown's view of se>:ualitv e:m-J· 
phasized both equality and difference. The difference, sl1e Tni"lin-
/ n 
• 
.;,__4 t) tained, extends to every cell and every f unc t 1.011, t 11e vet ~ t..~(•Yne • ' 
_.: .... '-.,":..a 
are a.s equivalent as the equivalence in energy of a small fral~tion 
of heat and a large amount of lifting por..;er. In otller \.;ords, tl1e 
sexes have different forms of energy, and size and strengtl1 are 
t 1 . d" . f 49 no a ways in 1cat1ve o power. 
The essential, universal sexual difference she considered 
·to be that the male never affords direct nurture to off sprir1g, 
though in the higher forms of life he is responsible for pro-
viding indirect nurture (giving food, wormth and protection to 
the mother), while the female always affords direct nt1rtt1re to 
ff . so o spring. Thus, on the physical plane, men are "desig11ed to 
47. Ibid., p. 25. 
48. Here she antedated modern find in gs as to the comple...x inter-r'e.lation between sex hormones and other aspects of pl1ysiology. 
49. Op. Cit., p. 185. 
50. Ibid., p. 29. 
I 
I 
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·b·e the active outside power in every firm, and are bigger and 
51 stronger. But women are more complex in structure and functions --
It is she alone who is developed in those organs which have been 
·thought to be of sufficient importance to name ... the hig11est and 
most important class in the animal kingdom, that of the placental 52 mammals." And woman's more complex structure somehow gives her, 
as an offset to man's superior strength, greater relative por,,.,er 
.. o.::t:· endurance, the ability to bear a much wider departure from 
normal conditions, such as loss of sleep or food. 53 
On the intellectual level, she asserted that women can obtain 
results equal to men's, although the mental processes of the two 
:se~es differ. The dogma that man's larger cranium proves l1is 
·mental superiority she held wrong because in evaluating capacity 
f6r thought, not just the brain but the entire nervous system, in-
·cluding the "unique feminine plexus of ner·ves" in tl1e marnrn.ary glands 
and uterus, must be taken into account. Also, tl1e more complex 
feminine structure, including the feminine brain, ma·y .invol\re 
f~ner tissues and subtler processes throughout. 54 Thus, like Hrs. 
Farnham, she posited a "more rapid and subtler action of the feminine 
mind, as a balance to the massiveness and weigr1t of tl1e sterner 
51. Ibid., p. 84. 
•. 52. Ibid., pp. 37-38. 
53. Ibid., p. 125. 
54. Ibid., pp. 177-178. 
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55 
·masculine type," and said that women h.ave a special ability for 
"d1· rect percepti· ons" of all facts "from tt1e · l 
'I. 
L - s1mp_ est to t,1e most 
complex and involved," as opposed to the more plodding logic of 56 men. 
On the emotional level, Reverend Brown maintained tl1at in 
women the emotional and intellectual processes arc rnore "':1oscly 
related -- "thought and feeling work togetl1er more inseparably 
th~n, in man" -- and that on the whole, women are more altruistic 
than men, not only toward their children, but toward hullkinity in 57 general. 
She never discussed the purely sexual desires of men and women, 
but surely enough, her chart of sexual characteristics reproduced 
below gave males "plus" and women "minus" for "sexual 10 1.te." She 
58 held that the monogamic marriage is the basis of all progress, 
d k . h d. 
. 59 
.art too a conservative stance on t e 1vorce quest 1011.. lier rather 
·low estimation of sexual intercourse is implicit in the following 
statement: 
55. Ibid., p. 235. 
56. Ibid., p. 119. 
57. Ibid., pp. 132-133. 
58. Ibid., p. 136. 
59. Hays, Morning Star, p. 169. 
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[future generations would] suffer neither in numbers, nor in health, nor in a general harmony and elevation of character, if we could nromote more sustained intellectual 1 i [ c in l.~UET1t'.c~ t: i 1..n1 with a greater vigor of the \..rl1olc phy~ i~·:l l '~'l_1n-stitution, and less activity o[ tl1e Cuncl it>ins of reproduction. Emotion, i11 311 its ph:1sc:~, is the proper motive po\.J"er for the corrc_:spt)nd i ng activities; but as an e11d, i11 itscl f, to 1nan or woman, it is utter destructio11. 60 
Any way one reads this passage, the conclusion is inescapable that 
what she wanted to say was that indulgence in sexual intercourse 
for other than procreative purposes is just about as bad as mastur-
bation, and leads to utter destruction. 
Despite Reverend Brown's strong emphasis on sexual differences, 
and the many agreements between her view of woman's nature at,d the 
currently accepted stereotype of women as finer, more st1bt le, more 
intuitive, more altruistic, and less lusting, her conclt1sio11~; :1i1out 
woman's ideal personal development and social role departed strorlgly 
from the stereotyped notion of woman's "spl1ere. 11 She felt tl1at 
women's unique capabilities would prove of equal value to me11' s in 
b . . 1 . h ld f k 
· d h l 61 
o ta1n1ng resu ts 1n t e wor o war outsl et e 1orne. :\nd i!k1.ny 
o.;f the domestic duties heaped on women, such as cooking and sewing, 
might more accurately be classed as part of the masct1line ft1nct i.c.)n 
of indirect nurture of offspring. In general, work sl1ould he f:i.irly 
.-equally divided between men and women in such a way as to pro\'ide a 
refreshing variety of work for each, work outside tl1e home being a 
wholesome change for the mother, and domestic work witl1in a good 
change for the father. 
60. Blackwell, Sexes, p. 189. 
61. Ibid., pp. 221-225. 
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MALES 
-Structure, 
+Size, 
+Strength, 
+Amount of Activity, 
-Rate of Activity, 
+Amount of Circulation, 
-Rate of Circulation, 
-Endurance, 
-Products, 
-Direct Nurture, 
+Indirect Nurture, 
+Sexual Love, 
±Parental Love, 
+Reasoning Powers, 
-Direct Insight of Facts, 
-Direct Insight of Rela-
tions, 
+Thought, 
±Feeling, 
±Moral Powers, 
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Man. 
FE?-ii\1.# ES 
+Structure, 
-Size, 
-Strength, 
-1\moun t of .Activity, 
+R •) l c · i ( .\ ' t f ~ r 1' t- ., · u - l_ • • l_. . ,.. • -- _, ) 
-1\mcn1:1t ,,7- Circul;1tlon, 
+ Ra t (' i , 1 · (: i r c u I ;i t 1 on , 
+Endur.·1:1(·l.·, 
+Prod u1..· Ls, 
+ D i r c c t >; u r t u r e , 
- I n d i r t.. '. 1_· l ~-; t 1 r t 1.1 r e , 
- S n ..... l l . i 1 T _- ) ' - ' . c ..... (.... ... .. _.,\___ .. '-·- ' 
+p ·1 r -- , 11 • - · 1 1 T . , ,. • • L... L . .t. ..._ L 1 _ .. .._ .,.. • I. _. t.__ ' 
R · · -1 '1 : ·, _ · I 1 -, ~ • -·, 
- c cJ ::-::i L , • t : • • . • 1. • •• t . r s , 
+Dir cl· t ,.. F ot acts, 
+ D i r L • l. • L I : 1 s i. ~.:, 11 t o f Re 1 a -
t 1 c·, n s , 
± 1' h Ou~~ i l t ' 
±FccJi.ng, 
±t-1o r al Powers. 
Result in every Species. 
The Females The ?-lales. 
Comprehensive Result. 
Sex -
- Sex. 
Or, 
Organic Equilibrium in Physiological and Psychological Equivalence of the Sexes. 
The Sexes Throughout Nature, p. 58. 
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S:he ·was very devoted to the idea of a well-rounded life. 
itab'ituc:1.l exercise of all the faculties, mental and physical, she 
cdns±dered necessary to health for both sexes because tl1e exercise 
o·f ot1ly one or a few drew blood to particular parts of tl1e body at 
th:e expense of other parts. Thus, regular "brain-work" was necessary ~ 
6~ to -women's health, not debilitating as was commonly supposed ..... 
And she stated that while it was "morally certain" tl1at women 
would never· "forego, nor desire to forego, her domestic relations," 
·yet ~·evoiution has given and is still giving to ,i1oman an increasing 
:c.o]n)?l.exity of development which cannot find a legitimate field for 
.the exercise of all its powers within the housel1old. 1163 
In sum·, she argued: 
..• let woman take part in any human enterprise which is at once attractive, feasible, compatible with a fair divisio11 of f:1i:1il 1· duties and thoroughly 11011or::1ble: in l'11:i.r:1c:tcr. Let her choose her own \.Jork. ~111d Lc:1 rn lo do it in her O\ro way ••• If 2r1y1)udy 1 s br:1 in requires to be sacrificed to t l1os c~ t , .. :o ~·1o lochs, sewing machine and coo k.i11g s to,.rc, Lt is 110 t hers .... nor can the ,.Jisest 111311 bcqt1c:1th intellect to children tl1rougl1 tl1e agc11c~l of a weak-minded or characterless motl1er.64 
:Her italicization of "compatible with a fair division of family 
.duties" is very interesting. One wonders if she sensed tl1e enormous 
.d.ifficulty of such a thing. She essayed some practical suggestions 
62. Ibid., pp. 206-208. 
63. Ibid., p. 135. 
64. Ibid., pp. 115-116. 
-,.- ...... _.., _-....-:.=--- -
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in a paper called "Relation of Woman's Work in the Household to 
the Work Outside" and presented at tl1e f i.rst congress of tile 
Association for the Advancement of Woman in Sew York in 187). 65 
Here she admitted that a woman first duties are those arisit1g from 
her relations as wife and rnotl1er, but emphasized again the im-
portance to the fulfillment of botl1 \.;omen at1d the spec ics of women• a 
doing meaningful work outside the home. S11e offered a. few ll.-:tlf-
hearted practical suggestions: husbands and wives might exchange 
• work for an hour or two daily; husbands could help with tl1c hotJS<?-
work; industries might create three to five 11our shifts sn house-
wives could work part time. But tl1e only real l1ope sl1e was able to 
offer her sisters was that life begins at fifty! 
••• fifty or fifty-five should be but the prime -the very crown and sun1n1.it u[ ~1 \·.1tJ::1;1n's life. Thenceforward sb.e s11ould di111 ;1 t ,.r i \.:ur,,u:~ ~J!._'.r-sonal achievements ... \·Io111cn tuc1 \. 1 Ctc·n .~,·c·:~: :~\.:cd at fifty ... Then, after fifty, r.,:h,~:n L~11.· t'·:1:ldret1 have gr O T.Tri allo\•J t-11c, L' t 'l •·. '~T,T )~".i '~1 •,-; 1 ., ', ··; :, ~'1 T", ,,:-," \V .l .l ' L- 0 l .. L l.- ,. .J • • \.. ... • 1- "--- J. .. , • .. ~ t '· 
_., .. .. ! • , ~ '-their w i s d om and ab i 1 i t y L o t h L'. i r 1. , t \ :1 .-: t i t ·, > · : : t : ; , to hold any office to \·Jhi.ch thc:.y ::1:1y be: i..'.l•.·,-tc~d, from townschool superintendent up to Prcsident.66 
65. Reprinted in Kraditor, Up From the Pedestal, pp.150-159. 
66. Ibid., p. 158. 
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Isabella Beecher Hooker 
A daughter of the famous New England preacher Lyman Beecher, 
:r·sabella Beecher Hooker enjoyed every advantage of wealth a.nd 
superior education as well as considerable personal charm. Her 
marriage to John Hooker, a successful but reform-minded lawyer, 
:s~~Jiis to, have been felicitous, and produced four cl1 il.d ret1. },trs. 
Ho.oker was active and prominent in the organized won1an' s rigl1ts' 
:mov~ent, for which she spoke and wrote extensively. 
She summed up her views in a rather quaint volume entitled 
Womanhood: Its Sanctities and Fidelities, wl1ich was publ.is11cc! in 
1888. The main problem which concerned her, or to \i1l1ich s11e tt1ought 
she had found the final answers, was that of sexual relations in the 
narrower sense of the phrase. She seemed to consider ti'1at \..'t1ctt1er 
wives or prostitutes, women had during the history of the race s11ffer-
ed more than anything else from ''the unreasoning and inordinate 
·indulgence of animal passion on the part of tl1c man, a11d the affection-
~\ b h f h u67 ate su mission on t e part o t e woman. T 11 u s s 11 e d e \' o t e d a l no s t 
the entirety of her definitive work on ,.,,omen to two subjects, the 
sexual education of young boys, and the crusade against state re-
gulation of prostitution. 
She did not discuss the question of woman's relative physical 
$t·rength, yet her effusions over the delicacy and ref inemcnt of a 
certain lady who taxed herself to the utmost in the aboven1entioned 
67. Isabella Beecher Hooker, Womanhood: Its Sanctities and and Fidelities (Boston, 1888), p. 13. 
I 
I 
I 
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crusade, leads one to suspect Mrs. Hooker felt no shame in the 
current notion of women as the physica1.ly weaker sex. Ncitl1er did 
she discuss the question of woman's i11tellcctual .:1bilities. 
But on woman's emotional and spiritual r1ature, she had very 
definite notions, which she expressed in a letter to Jol1n Stuart Hill: 
But of late I have been irnprcssed n1orc and more with the c 1 o s er 1 i kc n cs s l n t h l~ d L 'V in e nature which \.Jon1an seems to hc'.:~r, i:1 t.h:1t 
she is more sensibly, if not rIHJ!-L'. t.:rul::, a c r eat or than man i s . ..\ d d l c\ t.: : 1 i :~ li L'. r more intimate f ello1.,1sl1ip \,.r.ith tht: ~,hi. l d of her worn b du r in g t 11 e a 11 t c -11 ~-1 t ~ 1 l r:i C'. r i ,. ) d ., :l 11 d the power of sympatl1y tl1al l'Ur.1c::-; tlirl,11',~h this, and you have give.11 l1cr zl :i1ur:_l1 :l,l,.r.-in-tage that man can 11cvcr have, :tnd 1·1.,r , .. ;h ich l1e has no equivalent or cornpcr1s~1tion .... :-2.(~' ft.·c:ble in the comparison is tl1c fz1thcr' s r(:1::t i,-1 :1 to her child, so lost in 11cr h L~~hL,r :1nd ,: i ': i :1vr relation, that it is \•Ji thin the c:-:p1_•1_- it·::. .. ·,_· of many a mother, \ilhetl1er rccugn.i.::L'.d t)~: ::!__,r-.<t· l f or not, that from tl1c n10111cnt u r· h l t..':-~;,-;1··.: 
annunciation to heave11ly birt11, sr1c, l iL.c th.c Virgin of old, 11as k.no\•111 110 fatl1er to 11er cl1ild save the Holy Ghost.68 
Mrs. Hooker was relatively explicit in her view of woman's 
:sexual nature, asserting that "as a general rule, \i1orne11 arc feebly 
endowed with this passion, and men are by nature and trainir1g (t"lr 
by lack of training, perhaps) overstocked ... " 69Thus men desire 
68. Ibid. , 34-35. Mill replied t11a t tl1e c losr· r 'ff~ lat ionsl1 ip between mother and child was full of implic~1.t ions ~ .. ;i th r,·;~:i.rd to the proper legal positions of parents :.1nd ~·11 i 1._irl-':1, :,ut believe the relationship gave wome11 a n1L)rz-1 L :..;:i p,_. r- i., r it:,· believed moral excellence to be tl1e fruit of education .. 
69. Ibid., p. 13. 
' 
'.:t· ·.·.~ ~ i,: not 
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·in.timate relations independently of the wish for off spring to a 
inuch greater extent than women. She allowed tl1at the trials of 
childbearing played a role in dampening women's sexual desires: 
••• granting to woman greater plc~1surc i.n ::1cr·c sexual indulgence than ust1al1 y l·ur-:1t_:S t,, :1,-·r by 1 a r g es t a 11 o \Van c e , i t i s s ,·1 f L' t l , :~ : t ~: t : 1 : 1 t .. 1 n nine ca s es o u t o f t en , n1; ~ t: c r n i. t y ~ · .. : i ~. : 1 : t :~ , · : i r l }' pains and 1 at er c a r e s , g r- c' ~ 1 t 1 y l 1_ • :-; • • l' : 1 .~ : r , '. r : 1 , / ~ •• ; e r of enjoyment, and for the: l:1r~·.L·I" ~L~rt ·· :It·r mar r i e d 1 i f e she i s c i t h e: r rh , :-: i L i --. · t. • l · .- , : : : ) ~ r· .. · : ~ : ; ( · d . . by the apparently 11cccssi1r\' dl·i:L~:11.l:-; ,,:· :1+.:1· ;1:,1:/:);ind upon her, and irresponsivc L"-' thl_<~'., ,,1· :·,·:-it : ·, :1 cheer f u 1 r esp on s e b y a s c L l- - ; 1 b n c :, '- : -~ L i . ·, : :. : l ~: ,. : r c· ;: : t r d f Or h l. s Com f Or t ' l' 0 t t () L' · 1 '\. T- - ' . ) ..,- r ) • - ~ -i i ,._' ... ' ) r . J 1 . i. . \_-:;, C • • a. l>. ~ • ,._~ , -· ... l. .. ·'"'" · _--, ~ • • ''-"' • " • • aberration, \.Jhicl1 is a positi\re dr~1i.n upon her health and strength.70 
She also thought that "a great part of t1'1e pl1ysical and moral 
cleterioration of the present day arises, it seems to me, from the 
f . h h · 1d 
· d i h cl · · f i · · " 71 
: 'act t at c 1 ren are not conceive n t e es1re :or t,1em ..... 
The answer was for every mother -- whose lips sl1ould be 11 t1nsealed 
by the removal of all false notions of delicacy .. -- to instruct 
her son carefully and lovingly from the earliest age in ''the self-
restraints that he must practice before she can desire that any 
ot·her mother should commit her daughter to his keep in.g." Bes ides 
the usual "careful abstaining from self-handling," these self-
:restraints included observance of the "old Jewish law ... [under which] 
a. wife was held sacredly apart from her husband for near the half 
7 0 • lb id • , p • 14 . 
71 . lb id • , p • 15 • 
I 
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of every month, and this was not only the period of her physical 
debility and recuperation, but also that of l1er more probable 
. "7 2 maternity ..• She never mentioned the existence or nt,s~;il>ilitv . ; 
of either coitus interruptus or mechanical means of birtl1 l~or1trol. 
Needless to say, her vision of a world of mothers raising 
their sons to manly purity was threatened by tl1c current talk of 
adopting the continental system of state licensing and inspection 
of _prostitution in the United States. As she quoted one of ~1cr 
.colleagues, "The holiest mother's influence \Jill scarcely a\'ail to 
counteract the influence of the tacit promise of tl1e go·vern .. ~cnt 
that safety and health shall accompany the practice of tile most 
dl 1 d b . bl . rr 7 3 cowar y, unman y, an a omina e vice. 
Like other feminists, she was, or professed to be, eqt1ally ' 
boncerned about the effect on the girls themselves of tl1is proposal 
to brand them officially and tl1us make more difficult an.)" possible 
escape from the life to which she, like otl1er ferninists, '.-fas S\.1re 
these women had been led by intriguing men and/or lack of decent 
employment opportunities. Finally, she saw at tl1e crux of tl1is one 'O 
question what was to her the fundamental issue of feminism: "Sl1all 
woman continue to minister to the lust of n1an, as in tl1c ,:1r:es past, 
or, under the light of a Christian civilization, shall si1e rise to 
72. Ibid., pp. 16-22. 
73. Ibid., p. 45. 
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lier high destiny as the spiritual leader of the race, the saviour, 
under God, o.f· all the peoples of the earth?" 7 4 
Sarah Josepha Hale 
A·lthough Sarah Josepha Hale never participated in or supported 
the ·organized feminist movement as such, there are good reasons for 
'1ncluding her in any study of Victorian feminism i11 1\merica. As 
., 
editor for fifty years of the period's most popular magazi11e, Godev' s 
Magazine and Lady's Book, as well as author of several 11on-fiction. 
best-sellers, she may well have wielded more influence tl1.:1n all 
the other feminists put together, and she \ilas arder1t 1 y dcd Jcated 
to the advancement of women. While she did not support fem;1le 
·suffrage, she was not on the whole more conservative than the major-
ity of other Victorian feminists. 
An attractive lady of good background, Mrs. Hale was widowed 
:in 1822 after a happy marriage of nine years which had produced 
f:ive: children. While she had achieved some success as an author 
1:le..-:f'ore her husband's death, her commencement in 1828 at the age of 
40 of a full-time career as a "lady editor" was clearly a response 
to ·the financial exigencies of her widowhood. 
As her biographer, Ruth Finley, has said, "The paramount idea 
f M H 1 ' 1·f h d · f n 75 
·o .· . rs. a e s 1 e ... was t e e ucat1on o women. In her columns, 
:•. 
she ·campaigned relentlessly for the education of women, and publicized 
74. Ibid., p. 96. 
·7s. The Lady of Godey's: Sarah Josepha Hale (Philadelphia, 1931), ·p •. ·.2'.7. 
! 
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virtually every school for women established d,1ring her long 76 career. She also worked vigorously for a greater integrity in 
women's personal development, castigating all forms of tl1c ct1rrcnt 
affectation of "delicacy," and deploring women's responsi.billty 
for the hypocritical double standard in sexual morality. 
Mrs. Hale did not doubt men's relati\1 ely· greater pl1ysical 
77 strength, but fought to convince wome11 t l1a t t he'l mt1s t cu 1 t f ,la tc 
t·heir own strength and health. She remit1ded 11er readers tl1at tlcnlth 
,and strength are gifts of God not to be deprcc Lated, and tr1at a 
woman has no need of affecting femininity. Sl-ie claimed the desire 
to be considered "delicate" was a form of "mental discasc," 78 and 
constantly advocated proper ventilation, outdoor exercise, and total 
abstinence from tight lacing. Her magazine abounc!cd in lesso,1s itl 
calisthenics for ladiA, all carefully il lust rated ar1d d iilp;r :ir:ttned, 
urged bathing (the once-a-week Saturday night bath), suggested that 
girls be taught swimming, popularized l1orscback riding ;:1s n rccre.ation 
f 1 d . d d d 1 b i 
. ,, t f' i i tt 7 9 
or a ies, an con ucte an a most o sess-ve campaign tor tr,c p c-n c. 
" 76. Finley, Lady of Godey's, p. 228. 
77. Sarah Josepha Hale, :--1a11ners; or 1iaEPY l{omes and Good Society All the Year Round (Boston, 1868), p. 354. 
78. Sarah Josepha Hale, 11 A Few talords ,\bout Del :lea t c Women, .. Gode\•' s Magazine and Lady's Book, XLVI I I (t-1ay, 18 SLf) pp. 446-l.L.8. 
79. Finley, Lady of Godey 1 s, pp. 132-133 . 
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,Mrs. Hale had definite ideas on the intellectual nature 
·of wo.men. She disputed the proposition that "genius 11as no sex" 
and .argu_ed -in a literary analysis of well-known ,rriters tl1at "?-fen 
·and women d __ if·fer as essentially in their minds or modes of tl1ought 
:~ls in their [physical] forms." While both sexes displayed wit and 
·hQ.mor, and an ability to portray nature faithfully, she tl1ougl1t 
women excelled at "little delicacies of thought, tender, but nicely 
discriminating touches of feminine feelings, that no man could ever 
think ,of or describe," while men displayed "Vigorous touches of 
manly qualities that no woman could portray." And si1e tl1ought that 
1 .k 1 '' . 1'' h h ft d 1 " 80 
women more 1 e y to paint a mora went ey a orn a ta e. 
She referred to a male superiority in "the dispositio11 for 
s;tud.ied research and laborious investigation .. as well as "aptitude 
.for mechanical invention," and thought women were compe11sated by 
:"a sort of mental quickness and intellectual acumen ... wl1ich 11as 
enabled them to discern .•. those smaller springs of act ion tllat regulate 
t:he conduct of mankind. " 81 Thus the feminine genius, sl,e r1eld 1 is 
most suited to moral influence, to the "moldi11g of mind and the 
forming of character," while man's is most suited to material things. 
But, she asserted, both men and women "equally need the cultivation 
80. Sarah Josepha Hale, "Editor's Table," Gode:z:'s Magazine and Lady's Book, LIV (February, 1857) pp. 177-179. 
81. Sarah Josepha Hale, "Female Character,n The Ladies' Magazine I (May, 1828) pp. 193-201. 
I 
I 
I 
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:o·f· th:eir intellectual powers," and she greatly favored tl1e idea, 
exemplified by the foundation of Vassar College, t11at women's 
education should be entirely as thorough as men's in the sciences 
as well as the arts. 82 
Mrs. Hale's emphasis on the education of women as "of tl1e 
utmost importance to human life"83 was connected witl1 lier belief 
in woman's emotional and spiritual superiority and her consequent 
mission of moral leadership: 
Pray examine the first three chapters of: Genesis carefully ... There were care and prep:1 r.-1 t ir1n in the forming of woman \•.rh.ich \•.7L'rL: t1l 1 L '. 1 1.·:;t(!\,:,·d l111 man. Why was tl1is re.cord c·d, 11 nl) t i •. \, :, ,_·:~,- ~; us that the \.Ji f e \•la s o f f i. n c: nh 1 u l d , · ~ 11- :_ · : :. · . : t : : 1 •. · ; : t o the more spiritual uses - LhL· r11.::~1-t 1' :· :1;:::: ~::it v as her h u s band "" a s t l 1 c h c ~ 1 d ? S 11 l' ·.,.-: l :-: ·- : -; , · ~ ~ : t Work Of Creatl·on. 1:vc)1-,.:- ,, ... .,.) ~-r-·)j~, .,,-;•-•·,-r ~ ,·, ---:,·1n ~ '-- - _. ::, L L. l ' . ' I_.. • • • • • • . • ,.._ l • C 
•• • A. , had been in the ascend i 11g s1..·:1 l c. i,,;1,r::.-~:1 .,,:·:. ; : ·:1t· Crown Of all Superl. ·)1- 1· '1 th) .... ,-·~·1·' 1 ; , ; ... ~, f ... _-h • • • J ( , _ . i. .. .. .;. l. .. ~ L~ l. ~ L ... , ~ • i ,,__ ~ C" ; , 1 1r • .,. ...,. 1\.. _ ., ti raise human nature ab c1 v c ; 111 i ::: : t l l i :- ,_, , - ~ ·: ·., · · i n k which pressed nearest le) ttli...'. ;111: .. ~c l i \_·, ;1nd d :.·,-~ .. : more de 1 i cat e beaut \T a 11 cl 11 o 1 i er po\,/ c r f r o rn t he more spiritual life~84 
Our sons are to subdue the eartl1 ... And yet are never able to reach tl1e perfectr1ess of 
t ?1cv· 
~ 
Truth which t11eir reaso11 Sl'L'~--~s tr 1 ~-·.1:.1,·.,;, h,_.(··t~z:;t· h . ld 1 . d l 1 ' • ' 
- ' • ' • i 
t e1.r wor y v1is om, c ar1<.CI1L'.O '.)y Lnc'. t.~1 L 1, :L~s __ ts roots ... too widely and persistct1tly i11 ti1c t·arti1 .... 
82. Hale, Manners, pp. 355-357. 
83. Sarah Josepha Hale, "Woman-On I~ducation, .. Godey's Magazine and Lady's Book, XXI (July, 1840), 34. 
84. Hale, Manners, pp. 20-21. 
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Our daughters ... [are characterized by] that innate sense of the beautv and goodness . , conferred on woman by the gr~1c·c: t',f Cc\d, 
when after the Fall, 11e dc.c:I~trL~d tu t11c old serpent, or Sa tan, "1 i:.,ri L l put enmity between thee and the woman.85 
Mrs. Hale did not discuss the specifically sex·ual nature of 
women. By the standards of her time and class, she was not ascetic, 
and greatly favored dancing as a home recreation. l!cr m.:1Lt1 concert'\ 
in connection with sex was that the Decalogue was given to nc1tr1er 
sex alone, and that licentious men are equally guilty in tl1c sigl1t 
·of God with licentious women, and equall·y deserve t11e 11 :1.bhorrcrlce., 
odium and infamy which are so generally and justly ca.st upon abandon-
ed females." She implied that women have less int1ate sexual desire, 
in stating that the double standard "often weigl1s r...ritl1 terrible 
severity on the victims of the crime, while it shelters and en-
courages those who have induced the sin." She was quite forthrigl1t 
in blaming the double standard on women who, while resolutely ex-
cluding all women of doubtful character fron1 society, fail to make 
~. good mo.r·al character an equally necessary passport to society for 
... ,86 men. · 
M.r-,s. Hale was a great champion of the home, and of woman's 
p·1ace. in it: "The family is God's institution for l1umar1 happiness 
as ·~ell as for the higher moral culture that life affords ... 
85. Hale, Manners, pp. 117-118. 
86. Sarah Josepha Hale, "What Woman Should D·o," American I,,ad ies' Magazine V (May, 1835) pp. 241-244. 
I 
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First in the destiny of the home circle we would place the m,otl1er .• '.'87 
Women, she asserted, could best exert their moral leadership through 
a "controlling power over homes, childre11 and social life.u (italics 
mine) And while she felt it perfectly proper for 1-.;omen to take up 
c.ertain altruistic and maternal roles outside the home, such as 
.il1.1-rsing, teaching, and the practice of medicine as full-fledged 
Doctors, she did not think women should compete with men in aspiring 
to indµstrial or governmental leadership because it is only f f • Just 
,tha:t men have a separate theatre for the display of tl1eir talents. u88 
In sum, according to Mrs. Hale, "Man is t11e worker or provider, 
the protector and the law-giver; woman is the preserver, the teacher 
or inspirer, and the exemplar."89 
87. Hale, Manners, p. 116. 
88. Ibid., p. 359. 
89. Ibid., p. 21. 
·, 
Chapter Two: Those Who 
Minimized Sexual Differences 
Only two of the nine feminists in the sample, Lucretia Mott 
a-nd Elizabeth Cady Stanton, clearly and fairly persistently dis-
agreed with prevailing ideas of differ enc es between the se:.:cs in 
personality. (Two others, Mary Nichols and Victoria \iloodlltil l, 
exhibited some tendency to minimize t11ese dif f ercnccs 11 but be-
cause they were almost exclusively preoccupied witl1 tl1e free love 
issue, they are discussed separately.) It is interesting that 
these two feminists who minimized sexual dif f erc11ces t.i1ere tl1e two 
pr~ncipal founders of the organized women's rights rnovcme11t --
:indeed, without them it is possible, that no organized movement 
would have come into existence in the nineteenth century. Other .. 
women who joined with them to work for women's rights did not sl1are 
their view of sexuality, however, and Elizabeth Cady Stanton, • wno 
worked· for the cause until the close of the century, seems to l1ave 
been affected during her later years by the more general tendency 
,of· -f.·eminists to elaborate on Victorian ideas of sexual differences 
·in: p¢rsonality. 
Lucretia Mott 
-The d.ean of the organized feminist movement was Lucretia Mott • 
. -Bot:n t:o a prosperous Quaker family on Nantucket Island in 1793, 
she later attributed her feminism at least in part to the tradition 
46 
I 
I 
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of independence and self-reliance of that island's women, whose 
1 husbands were ofteu away on long sea voyages. She enjoyed a 
long and happy marriage, and gave birtl1 to six cl1ildrcn.. She 
t} took her religion very seriously, expecially after tl1c deatl1 of 
:an infant son, and became a recognized minister of the Quaker 
faith. Independent and very liberal in her religious views, she 
withstood considerable criticism from conservative Quakers. 
Mrs. Mott was also an ardent abolitionist and, as \..1 .itl1 a 
number of the other early feminists, the really important factor 
in her decision to fight for women's rights seems to l1ave been 
the hostility displayed toward females playing public or official 
roles in the fight for abolition. 2 She was a co-sponsor witl1 
Mrs. Stanton of the first woman's rights convention at Seneca 
Falls in 1848, worked for the cause for many "\ r .-:; -.-1 r s· ., "" (... ......, 
. 
t h ,~ r .. -, f ·- -_,. r ,,.,_, . \. .. ,. - ... t:~ • 
and was revered as a founder of the movement until her death in 
1880. 
Mrs. Mott approached the subject of women's rights from the 
abstract point of view of the eighteent11 centur~t, cmpl1ilsi;:it1g 
natural rights. 3 In her Discourse on Women, she began with the 
1. Otelia Cromwell, Lucretia Mott (Cambridge, 1958), p.125. 
2. This relation is discussed, and c\ri.dcnce c1 f it ilppt·:i.r:; i.11, virtually all the literature about Lhe e~1r 1 y y,_::i.r:..; .~ f t :1t· :~:c,~,..tcmcnt. For a s11JDD)ary, see Riegel, 1\mcrica11 Fcrnini.st:?_, pp. 1s-:21. 
3. A speech delivered i11 Phi lad(: 1 p'r1 i·1 tn 1 s.1~9, tl1is was published privately in Philadelphia in 1850 ;:111cl ~1g~1in. in 1:~~f19. It ;1ppe.,rs :1R .1n appendix to Anna Davis Hallowell, Jarr1es a11d Lucretia ~·iott,, Lift: and Letters (Boston, 1884), pp. 488-530. 
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argument that a proper interpretation of the Bible shows that 
"In the beginning, man and woman were created equal ... He gave 
dominion to both [Adam and Eve] over the lower anim.c-:ils, but not 
4 to one over the other." She dismissed the story of the fall 
and subsequent subjection of woman to man ratl1er summa.rily and 
then proceeded to discuss the fact that the laws of !·1oscs and 
the precepts of Jesus made no distinction bet\.teer1 tl1e sexes, while 
the Bible abounds with tales of great women who did not stay in 
,a narrow, domestic sphere. 
But she came to the real rock of her argument when she 
simply asserted, quite abstractly: "Rights are l1um.1.n rights, 
and pertain to human beings, without distinction of sex. lc#aws 
should not be made for man or for woman but for mankind. ?-tan 
5 ·was not born to command nor woman to obey. rr She argued tl1at a 
woman should not be subject to taxation without reprc'.st·nt ;1t io11, 
and should not be deprived of her individuality before the law 
• upon marriage. 
Mrs. Mott obviously believed that these abstractions were 
:woman's best argument precisely because they ignored sticky c~uestions 
about woman's nature, about her physical and intellectual strength. 
"Does one man have fewer rights than another because his intellect 
is inferior," she asked. "If not, why should a wom.an? 116 Thus. 
:4. Hallowell, James and Lucretia Mott, p. 489. 
5. Ibid., p. 502. 
6. Cromwell, Lucretia Mott, pp. 134-5. 
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:she never felt impelled to make any definite assertions about 
woman's inherent abilities. 
However, there is a consistent flavor to her discussion 
which reveals very clearly her belief that women's pl1ysical 
,atrength, intellectual ability, and emotional and spiritual 
nature was basically the same in kind as man's, and, in all 
probability, much more similar in degree tl1an anybody· tl1ougl1t. 
First of all, she seems to have considered any empl1as is on 
,sexu·al .. d.ifferences as tending definitely to imply women's in-
feriority, unlike those feminists who regarded various sexual 
dif{~rences as indications of women's superiority in certain 
~t~as. Th~ idea that women might be perfectly equal, but so 
diff:erent as to belong in an entirely different sphere tr1a11 men, 
had very little appeal for Mrs. Mott. In fact, \i)'t1e11c·ver sexual 
differences were brought up, she was inclined to make use of tl1e 
argument she had used in connection with abolition, namely, tllat 
·_a degraded condition and imposed inferiority resulted i11 sa.tis-
faction with the imposed injustice women, like slaves, thus l1ugged 
h . h . 7 t e1.r c a1.ns. 
Quite revealing of her feelings is the following: 
In visiting the public scl1ools in L1. 1 nd\. 1 :1, a few years since, I noticed t11e boys ~ .. /c'I-1_: c~::1~., 1 c)~,,·cd in linear drawing, and i.11strt1l'tvd upun the'. blackboard in the l1igl1er bra11chcs of ar i ti1metic 
7. Ibid., p. 138. 
-so-
and mathematics; while the girls, after a short exercise in the mere elements of a r it hm et i c , we r e s ea t e cl , d ll r i 11 ~: t h c · h r i :,~ h t hours of the morning, stitct1in:,: · ... ·ri:<:t,,.lnds.8 
----· -"·---·--·-- ---- ~- --
Those italics, the wail of frustration ~111d c:unt.i..·opt tl1ey convey 
at the very idea of stitching wristbands, and all sim'ilar occu-
pations, are classic, and demonstrate tl1e inl1erent similarity 
between Mrs. Mott and the modern feminist • 'I: • .. 1n r,,.rnom everyt: !11 ng 
connected with secretarial work or keeping l1ouse inspires tl1e 
same wail. Needless to say, l-rirs. t-1ott demanded tl1nt "boys at1d 
girls have equal instruction, in all the departments of useful 
'knowledge. " 9 
In addition, she demanded that virtually all avenues of em-
ployment should be open to women at equal pay r:J.tes for equal 
work. As to women's abilities for all sorts of work, she co77tnc·nted 
ironically: "Woman was not wanting in courage in the ei1rly ages. 
In war and bloodshed this trait was of ten displa)fed." ttl f'\ England 
and America it is not an uncommon thing for a \..'if e to take tip the 
,.10 S tl (• C"' "'l c! c"~ ... - ,-, t:.. ..-:,, .:;:, • 
business of her deceased husband and carry it on with 
She rejected the argument that entering tl1e public itrena is 
contrary to female delicacy and modesty and <lccl0.red that modesty 
,s·hould be encouraged equally in both sexes along \,lith courage a.nd 
8. Hallowell, James and Lucretia Mott, p. 504. 
9. Ibid. 
10. Ibid., p. 503. 
• 
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. h . 11 ot:-er virtues. She expressed encouragement and admiration to 
some young ladies who hoped to become wholesale merchants, al-
though she also cautioned them that they would l1ave to learn the 
12 trade from the bottom up. She admitted tl1at long agc-s L)f re-
pression could have stunted woman's intellect, but felt tl1is in-
j·ustice was no reason for concluding that woman is intellectually 
inferior or different. And she always distrusted stro11gly an~;r 
rating: of women as superior to men in any respects, sucl1 as piety, 
¢hatity or intuition, feeling that this was just the otl1cr side of 
·tq·a ..t co·in which called them inferior in ot11er res pee ts. 13 
The closest thing to a statement about woma11' s specifically 
s_exital nature she ever made is a little vague, but exhibits the 
same tendency to deprecate sexual differences: 
In treating upon the affections, the lecturer held out the idea t11at, as rn3ni. f cstcd in the sexes, they were opposite, if not ~tJT::c:'.,::Li t antagonistic, and required ;1 un i.nn, :1:-; in ch em is try , t o for n1 3 p er [ cc t ;,./ h u L 1__: • Th c· s l mi. le appeared to me far fron1 .:1 c~c1 rrcc' L i 1.1 u:-~tr,-1t inn Of the true Unl.On. }..1.1l0 11C.lc 'L· 11·1t 
-·_··17, · 1 ·~·-· i·~~i i -~·l, ·, u t~. l._., ••••• ,,._, •••••. ·-'-, spirits that are con g en i a l , ~ 1 t t r .- i c· l ,_ • : 1 , · . l : 1 ·, l h er . It is the union of similar, 11u t:. cl C 1.JPDlJ::-; i LL'. . . affections, which are necessar,: for the per-fection of the marriage bond.14 
11. Hallowell, James and Lucretia Mott, pp. 495-497. 
12. Cromwell, Lucretia Mott, pp. 145-146. 
13. Ibid., pp. 134-139. 
:14. Hallowell, James and Lucretia Mott, p. 497. 
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:on marriage in general, she stated: 
Let woman receive encouragement for the proper cultivation of all her po\.,rers, so that she may enter profitably into tl1e c~1ti\re ht1sir1,_'.::;:-: \,f life •.. then in t11e n1arriagl_'. u:1i\_n1, t::.'._'. :::.:c·-pendence of the 11usband t1.nd \.; i. f c ·.,: i. 11 :--c ,_·qu.:-1 l, their dependence mutual, a11d their cd) t iga t Lons reciproca1.lS 
And her general vision of woman's true relation to man and society 
as a whole is expressed in the following: 
Let her cultivate all the graces and proper accomplishments of her se:-:, but let 11e1 t these degenerate into a kind l' i c 1 : l·::: i :1~1c)', in which she is satisfied t.:o t)i__: th\_. :::.,:re p 1 a y thing or t o y o f so c i c t y , ~ · l 1 n t \ · n L ·.,: i. t h her outward adornings, ar1d r.,.r.i. t L L :1~· ·...:,, 1 :1c 
of f 1 at t er y and f u 1 so n1 e ad u 1 ti. L L \ ) n L l 1 \-' u f t en addressed to her. 1'rl1C:, na tu r c ri:1 s ~n:1d l' a di f fer enc e in her co 11 f i g u r a t Lo n , t 1 L'. r ~ 1 '. 1 y s L ca 1 strength, her voice -- an.d \,.re ~1:--;\ n,, l'!1.-1:1ge, we are satisfied witl1 11aturc. BuL lhJ~ .. : ll.:1s neglect and mis-managen1ent i11crc:1scd t:1i.s difference! It is our dutv to dc\7 L'.l()iJ Lhcse ~ 
. natural po,;,1ers by suitable e:-:crc:isc'.~ ~-;,_:. tr1t1t they may be s tr e ng then e cl by r ca s ( 111 \ 1 C l 1:-·. l-' • In the ruder s tat e o f so c i e t y , ".·J <..) n1 .: 1 n i s :-:1 a cl e to bear heavy burdens, \•1hilc l1cr "lurd :1r1d master" wa 1 ks id 1 y by 11 er s id c . L n th c 
c iv i 1 i z at ion to \.Jh i c 11 \•J e ha \l e a t t a i. 111...'. \.1 , i. f cultivated and ref in e d \·l om a 11 ,.,.ro u 1 d h r i n -;: a 11 her powers into use, sl1e mig11t eng:1·,:i:.; in pur-suits which she noi..J sl1rink.s f rorn :1s ~) ~':1(.'.-·1 t11 her proper voe at ion. 'fl1e e11er g i es 1.1 C ll1L'.I1 
need not then be i.vholly de.voted tu th,-2 ~·1n1nting-house and common business of Life, i11 \)rdcr that women in fashionable society n1:1y be suppurlcd in their daily promenades a11d gightl;.-l visits to the theatre and ball-room. 1 
15. Hallowell, James and Lucretia Mott, p. SOS. 
16. Ibid., p. 493. 
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Elizabeth Cady Stanton 
While Lucretia Mott was the dean, Elizabeth Cady Stanton 
,was, as Robert Riegel put it, the "dyr1arno 11 of organized feminism 
.iri mid-nineteenth century America. 17 Not only \..fas she, t1t1l i~~c 
Mrs. Mott, still a comparatively young woman when she and Mrs. 
Mott organized the first women's rights convention, but she was 
an extraordinarily healthy, vigorous, extroverted and independent-
minded woman with a strong emotional commitment to feminism. As 
her autobiography makes clear, this committment stemmed from her 
. ·1 . 18 persona experience. 
·Born in 1815 to a happy, well-to-do family of Johnstown, 
New York, she appeared to enjoy every advantage during her girl-
hood including that of a superior education. However she ~ .. tas 
' 
strongly attached to her father and emotionally frustr:ttl·d by tlle 
:fact that no accomplishment of hers, or of any of l1is daughters, 
c·ould ever compensate her father for the deatl1 of l1is only son; 
indeed, her father greeted Elizabeth's greatest girll1ood trit1mphs., 
such as her prize in Greek, with the sad reflection, 11 yot1 shoulcl 
19 have been a boy." 
17. American Feminism, p. 41. 
18. Elizabeth Cady Stanton, Eighty Years and More (1815-1897). Reminiscences of Elizabeth Cady Stanton (New York, 1898), pp. 1-37. 
19. Ibid., p. 25. 
I 
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With her other qualities, this emotional committment un-
doubtedly underlay her enormous strength as tr1e movement's l1eart ieet 
and hardiest fighter. But it is perhaps also 
fact that as an ideologist, she was better at attacking the re-
strictions and conventions hampering women than at evolving a 
clear and consistent view of woman's nature and role. Iler life-
long assumption seems to have been tl1at individual women can ;ind 
should do anything and everything. Her 0W11 robustness - she produced 
and raised to maturity seve11 children in addition to a qui1ntity of 
work for women's rights that would itself l1ave filled a lifctioc 
for a more ordinary person - encouraged her, of course, in this 
assumption. 
She naturally made little of the idea that women were re-
latively weak physically and a number of her favorite n1,ecd{1tes 
dwelt on ludicrous cases of little, weak men lording it over large, 
strong women. She prided herself on her ability to work ri~ht up 
until giving birth, and to resume normal activities soon -attcr, 
and thought that proper exercise and fresh air would enable other 
women to make pregnancy and childbirtl1 equally brief interrt1pt ions 
f h . l . 20 o t eir norma routines. Support for her feelings on this subject 
came from 19th century anthropological theories about prim it l\.,.c 
matriarchies. These showed, she argued, that women had not always 
20. Theodore Stanton and Harriot Stanton Blatch, editors. Elizabeth Cady Stanton as Revealed in lier Letters, Diary and Reminiscences (New York, 1922) II, 26, 44. 
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been phy:sically inferior to men and need not remain so if indeed 
they had become so due to a long period of improper training . 
. For women had once provided food and protection for tt1cmsel·ves 
and their progeny without the aid of men. A.nd in figl1ting for 
their own protection, "they had been abundantly able to maintain 
21 the contest." 
She denied that any distinctions could be made between the 
·mental processes of men and women, that there is any sucl1 tl1ing 
22 as "woman's intuition" as opposed to logic. Women could think 
:as well as men, if not better: "Once set a woman to tl1inki11g, and 
she thinks faster and often better than a man. But sh.e 11as been 
kept under so long, that she must be given the necessary momentum, 
and then, how she will go!" 23 
In regard to emotional and spiritual nature, a thorougl1 reading 
o·.f· 1:ier letters and autobiography yields the impression tl1at in 
daily life, Mrs. Stanton did not find or expect to find traits 
peculiar t.o either sex. And she expressed the -r.i1armest feelings for 
con.jugal love: "A man's love brings into a woman's e:,istcnce an 
inspiration, a completeness, a satisfaction, that a mother's cannot. 
21. Elizabeth Cody Stanton, "The Matriarcl1ate, or ~iotr1er-.r\ge*' in Transactions of the National Council of \·lon1en of t11e rnited States (Philadelphia, 1891), pp. 218-227, reproduced in Aileen S. Kraditor, Up From the Pedestal (Chicago, 1968). 
22. Stanton, Eighty Years, p. 120. 
23. Stanton and Blatch, Elizabeth Cady Stanton, II, 351-352. 
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A true conjugal union is the highest kind of hum.an love - divine, 
creative in the realm of thought as well as in the material world. 
I have great faith in nature's promptings and the sincere love of 
') /, 
young men and women for each other.""" ... An opponent of reliRious 
orthodoxy and all superstition, including belief in the divine 
inspiration and authority of the Bible, Hrs. Stanton was not in-
terested in spirituality or piety, and consider·ed wor:i,:in 's greater 
piety a symptom of their having been brainwashed into superstition 
by centuries of repression. 
Yet, in connection with her advocacy of easy divorce, and of 
women receiving the guardianship of their children, she stated 
that "the love of children is not strong in most men, and 
feel but little responsibility in regard to them ... on the ~ther-
1 t f h d ·1 ·1· · -- • ·1·,,. 025 sou res s or ever t e care an res pons 1 ) 1 1 t y or n um:1 n u c ... 
In regard to woman's specifically sexual nature, ~1rs. Stanton 
was never really explicit, and was somewhat contradictory. In her 
Diary, she said at one Point: "[Walt Whitman) speaks as if the 
female must be forced to the creative act, apparently ignorant of 
the great natural fact that a healthy woman has as much passion as 
a man, that she needs nothing stronger than the law of attraction 
26 
to draw her to the male." Yet she also stated over and over again. 
24. Ibid., II, 156. 
25. Ibid., I, 194. 
26. Ibid., II, 210. 
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:i.:t1 .a.rguing for easy divorce, that the idea of indissoluble marriage, 
·which made legal l>rostitutes of women, was based on man's lusts: 
"Woman's degradation is in man's idea of his sexual rigl1ts. Our 
religion, laws, customs, are all founded on the belief that woman 
27 was made for man." "Nearly every man feels that his wife is l1is 
property, whose first duty, under all circumstances, is to gratify 
his passions, without the least reference to her O\,m hec1l th and 
happiness, or the welfare of their offspring." 28 "Man in his lust 
h~s regulated long enough this whole question of sexual intercourse. 
Now, let the mothe:r of mankind, whose prerogative is to set bounds 
tp bis indulgence, rouse up and give this whole matter a tl1orough, 
f. . .. 1 . . 1129 .· ea.:::r: ess examination. Perhaps if ~1rs. Stanton had ever dealt 
more systematically with the subject, she \.1ould ha\1 e rc:c ont~ i 1 t~d 
th·ese statements by suggesting that while women's sexual • __ J ctcs1r.cs 
•¢te basically as strong as men's, they were modified by a greater 
awareness of the consequences. Unlike mt1ny other \i.ictorian fcoit1ists, 
who opposed contraception on the ground it would further enel;1\'e 
30 
women to the lust of men, Mrs. Stanton spoke favorably of contraception. 
27. Ibid., II, 82. 
28. Alma Lutz, Created Equal, A Biography of Elizabeth Cady Stanton (New York, 1940), p. 164. 
29. Stanton and Blatch, Elizabeth Cady Stanton, I!, 49. 
30. Riegel, American Feminists, p. 59. 
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·sti·ll, her statement that one advantage of Mormon polygamy was 
:its. respect for "the sacredness of motherhood during the period 
6f pregnancy and lactation'' 31 indicates that like other middle 
class Victorian feminists she considered mar1ta.1 intercourse as 
ideally an infrequent occurence. In general, however, si1c was 
not prudish, and made vigorous objections to the general con-
demnation for sexual irregularity of bot11 \ 7ictor1a i..loodl1ul l and 
Charles Parnell, claiming that the false double stand;1rd 1 1 f :::or:1ls 
needed condemnation not the individuals it produced.]:~ S!1c a.lso 
indicated that women's emancipation, including easy divorce, would 
lead to better sexual order: '' .•. so long as women arc slaves, men 
33 will be knaves." 
Mrs. Stanton was usually very strong in her belief that 
women's social roles should not be limited bv or modelled on their .,. 
sexual roles. She denied emphatically that tl1ere is any suct1 tr1ir1g 
34 as a sphere for sex, and argued that women should receive the 
equal training, equal work opportunities and equal pay that would 
enable them to be financially independent both in and out of m.arriage. 35 
31. Stanton and Blatch, Elizabeth Cady Stanton, I, 237. 
32. Ibid., II, 136-137, 269-270. 
33. Ibid., II, 270. 
34. Ibid., II, 19. 
35. Lutz, Created Equal, pp. 161, 194-195, and Stanton and Blatch, Elizabeth Cady Stanton, II, 345-346. 
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She herself had the stamina, after raising seven children to make 
arduous lecture tours for the Lyceum Bureau for twelve years (1869-
1881), eight months every year, earning $3,000 - $4,000 a year. 
which enabled her children to pursue higher education as ~·1r. Stanton 
di_d· not excel at making money. 36 Her many ideas on tl1e traini11g 
o! .¢hildren included a strong belief in treating the sexes exactly 
alike so that boys be taught sewing and housework witl1 girl_s ~;iiile 
.girls are given all opportunities and freedoms given to bo;,rs. 37 
And she greatly encouraged her granddaughter in her desire to be 
an engine~r, urging her to take her career seriously and be independent 
38 so she would never have to depend on any man. 
While Mrs. Stanton sometimes said, like Mrs. Mott, that the 
removal of restrictions alone would enable all men and women to 
39 £ind their proper places, at other times she sho\ved greater aware-
:ness of the problems conventional social organization poses for 
women who wish to pursue careers. Thus despite tl1e fact tl1at she 
always had servants~ she early voiced doubts about the wisdom of 
3h. Lutz, Created Equal, p. 193. 
37. Stanton and Blatch, Elizabeth Cady Stanton, II, 152. 
38. Lutz, Created Equal, p. 311. 
39. Stanton and Blatch, Elizabeth Cady Stanton, II, 314. 
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isolated households, and expressed an interest in Fourier's pro-
posals. This interest in cooperative living and socialism continued 
throughout her life, yet she made little effort to get the ,.;omen's 
· h h 1 
·a h i 
· 1 :.o 
rig ts movement as a w o e to cons1 er t e quest on serious.'/. 
A particularly inconsistent element in ~irs. Stanton's thinking 
was her view of motherhood. In the. lt·.l·s·•t('J."J'.-,,• ·,( i,~o~·C)T"\ <'t•"'i"r-•dc. ;Cl'li.ft ,.,, _ J. l_ •- f I , ~ "'.;. .'4. "' '- ~ , 1 & ~ ! . <f_ t. ,..,, "· ~-:. f ~-------
-
- ......---~-.--------=--"---•-
.... 
stated that custom and philosophy are r..:rong 1 y based 011 the i(!ca 
that woman's strongest social sentiment is lo'.1 c of ci1ilcirct1 and 
that in this relation her soul finds complete satisfnction. ~'lternal 
love, she said, can not rank with conjugal love, becat1St) it cnlls 
out only the negative virtues that belong to apatl1ctic classes. 
such as patience, endurance, and self-sacrifice. Tl1osc ~..1i10 give 
the world a great poem or painting l1ave li\rcd to 
!. 1 than those whose children are of tl1e f lesl1 alone. , 
purpose 
Yet in her enthusiasm over the matriarcl1ate, she actually 
supported the maternal mystique with such st..-1ter:1cnt.s as "Careful 
historians now show that the greatest civilizing power all. alonR 
the pathway of natural development has been f ot1t1d in the wisdom 
I ? and tender sentiments growing out of mot11erh.ood. u--+ .... 
40. Stanton, Eighty Years, p. 147, Stanton and Blatch, Elizabeth Cady Stanton, II, 51-55, 345, 346, and Elizabct11 Cady St.~1nton,. Susan B. Anthony and Matilda Joslyn Gc:1gc, eds., !Iistorv of r..;c)w_-111 Suffrage, (New York, 1881-1887), I, 21. 
41. Stanton et al, History of Woman Suffrage, I, 22. 
42. See note 5. 
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Thus, Mrs. Stanton usually deprecated ideas of differences 
between the sexes in personality, and claimed that mer1 and r..;omen 
are intrinsically alike, but occasionally in her later years 
adopted the idea that women have special qualities, cleri\red from 
their sexual role, that make them superior to n1en i11 importar1t 
r~sp~cts. In general, she was sure that women should escape from 
confinement to the domestic sphere and the double standard of 
,lliorals and achieve full equality with men in tl1e c11urcl1, :in the 
government, and in industry. As to how the average woman, lacking 
Mrs:. Stanton's vigor, might accomplish this she \i1as less sure. 
Towa.rd the end she said, "there are many phases of our question 
h .. ·• h h b ff· · 1 d · d u 4 3 
-w. 1c ave not yet een su 1c1ent y stu ie ... That r1er 
,c.-c1lleagues and successors largely failed to face them is not, of 
,c.ourse, entirely her fault. 
43. Stanton and Blatch, Elizabeth Cady Stanton, II, 338. 
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For two of the feminists in the sample, the emancipation of 
women was primarily a matter of free love. Interest in!~1 y enot.igh, 
however, both of them abandoned their crusade for sc:-:ual freedom 
before their careers were over. Perhaps free love ,.1·1 s· w (,, '- Just too 
impractical in the absence of modern gyr1ecolo'.t}: ic~11 kno\.,~lt·dge and 
methods of birth control. There is some evidence tha.t botl, of 
these ladies disagreed with Victorian ideas about intellectual 
and emotional and spiritual differences bet\,:ecn the sc:.:es, at least 
:during the time they advocated free love. B. U t t \1· ,:i \.' t.f -i. 1· .\ r- ·1 i .. 1 i , "' I '-" ,... L: . C •..• , .. • i. " , .. 
' 
interested in sexual relations per se rather tl1an tl1e broader 
question of sexuality. 
Mary Gove Nichols 
While most of the feminists in the organized movement shrank 
from being associated in the public eye with ~tary· }tichols and her 
free-love views, Mrs. Nichols definitely considered hersei.f a 
feminist, and was well known throughout tl1e United States during 
the two decades that jrnmediately preceded the Civil War. 1 
1. Bertha-Monica Stearns, "Two Forgot ten New England Reformers,•• The New England Quarterly, VI (March, 1933), pp. 59-84. 
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She was born in Goffstown, New Ha.mpsl1ire, in 1810 to a family 
of ·moderate means, and was largely self-educated. lier in tel 1ectual 
development may have been stimulated by tl1e fact tliat her fat her 
was an outspoken free-thinker, while her mother was an orthodox 
Ca-lvinist. By her teens, Mary was recognized in Goff s tor. .. -n as a 
p~rson of comparatively wide reading "tvith a particular kriowledge 
of physiology. After teaching district school for awl1ile, sl1e 
married, under considerable family pressure it seems, a very con-
ventional man named Hiram Gove. The marriage was not a happy one, 
.and as Mr. Gove turned out to be unable to provede for l1is t ... ri.fe 
:and daughter, Mary Gove began a successful ca reef of lee tur ing to 
women on the subject of physiology. In 1840 she deserted ~·ir. Gove, 
taking her daughter with her, an act for which she was widely 
c-.ensured. This censure may have played a part in tl1e fact that her 
·int·eres·t in a wide range of reforms, includi11g Fourierism, spirit-
ualism. and vegetarianism seems to have blosson1ed in tl1e next few 
years, during which she also became a full-fledged, if self-taught, 
Water-cure physician with a particular interest in the ills of 2 women. 
During 1847 she joined forces with Thomas Low Nichols, an 
'att.ractive man and truly eclectic reformer, -who studied medicine 
f-ormal·ly for a time so that he could add an M.D. to their partnership 
2.. Ibid. 
!· 
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a·s "Water-Cure Physicians." In addition to their practice, the 
happy couple edited Nichols' Journal of Health, Water-Cure, and 
H1man Progress, artd engaged in a considerable amount of public 
speaking and writing. 
The most comprehensive statement of their views, which had ' 
become virtually inseparable, is contained in }iarriage, Its History, 
Character and Results, which they published togetl1cr in 1854. The 
book is divided into Part I and Part III ,.JTitten by Dr. Nichols, 
and Pa.:r:t II written by Mrs. Nichols, but exhibits no incompatibility 
in t.h·eir views • 
Dr. Nichols was most explicit in claiming that only in regard 
ito ·reproductive structure and function does a vital and compelli11g 
difference exist between the sexes. In regard to both physical 
strength and intellectual vigor, he said: "\.Jomen do not differ 
.more from men, in these respects, than men or women differ from 
eac.h other; and there is no difference which in any case justifies 
:the violation of sovereign right. 113 
Mrs. Nichols did not specifically discuss the physical strength 
or intellectual vigor of women, but rather took them for granted 
and began with the assertion that the "right of self ot.,rr1ersl1ip and 
individual responsibility must be establisl1ed for women," a11d to achieve 
4 this freedom women must learn to be economically independent. 
3. T.L. Nichols, M.D., and Mrs. Mary S. Gove Nicl1ols, Harriage: Its History, Character and Results (Cincinnati, 1854). p. 284. 
4. Ibid., pp. 190, 265. 
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Like Dr. Nichols, she considered some form of FourieriStl as 
the required setting for women's freedom and human progress in 
·general: 
An isolated household in a convenient domicile is a vast improvement over the \ .. 1 ig\..r.-im. l~l1e unitary home of t11e 11e:,:t cr~1 to c iv i 1 i :::i.t io11 -the assoc i at iv e or ha r n1 on i_ c. C' r ~ 1 - \,; i l l h c as far removed from tl1e l101ne of c L·v i.1 i::c:cl, .-1s that is beyond the tent of tl1e :\r;1b.5 · 
·r:r.hti's she must have agreed with Dr. Nicl1ols' disgust with the pre-
vailing socialization of women (which many current feminists 
c·onsider has not changed): 
Our girls are educated, not to develop tl1eir faculties as human beings; not to g ivc· the freest scope to t11eir talents ... not t.\~ equ lify them for the st rug g 1 c o [ an car 11 l' ~; t l i ;- i_: , for honorable independence: by i nch1~ L :-y, ;1rt or literature. No, they z1rc edtli':tL·,·d, o st ens i b 1 y and at t 11 c b c s t , l , J : :1: ~ l ·_ l.: :.~ o o d wives and mothers .... /~f ter niz1rr i :1i;(_~, t:1c curtain is closed, and life h~1s hcncL:'.forth the monotony and stupidity of the isolated home. 6 
Dr. Nichols also believed that "the robberies of civilization, 
under the name of business, are chiefly for tl1e purpose of rnain-
taining: the thousand petty and expensive private establ isl1ments ••• 
=.necessary for the safety of the monogamic marriage," and tl1at 
"while there can be no true social reform witl1out the abrogation .... 
of marriage, there can also be no such marriage as now exists in 
5. Ibid., p. 209. 
6. Ibid., pp. 97-98. 
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any true society. 117 
In her section (.ff the book, Mrs. Nichols argued that freedom 
,£or women is first and last a matter of sexual freedom: 
The odor of all flowers belongs to me, so far as I can receive and enjoy it. If T pluck a single flower, it is mine, but it \,:it:1er:-~ in my keeping .•. the first lcssun for Lht..· -.. :, 1 r 1 d now seems to be, tl1at lo\,c is not .-1 :-; i ::. , :1ot an evil - but a great good ... -rhc nl::·:L l,·,,:::,l)ll is that one true 1 o v e 11 ever c o 11 f l i L~ t s -.,: i t h another ... we love the rose no less bcc;1t1se we love the lily ... 8 
Many seem to suppose that indiscriminate sensual relations must follow the abrogation of oppressive marriage la\.JS. 'l'hc r l.'. is :1 gr c;1 t wrong ... Freedom bri11gs delicacy ilnd di::;crirnination to men as s u r e 1 y as t o \.Jo n1 e 11 • • • d c l i c. :i c y in t 11 c choice of food comes amid plenty.9 
Mrs. Nichols did not seem to consider that manv women cot1ld .; 
:_lov.e ·the man they married for very long, and thougl1t tl1e co11-
tin.uation of loveless unions responsible for the greater part 
of the world's ills. Not only does the forced, loveless inter-
course of indissoluble marriage cause uterine tumors, cl'iildt).irth 
pain and other feminine disorders, she argued, but even worse, 
it produces weak and vicious children. Thus she held indissoluble 
marriage responsible for the existence of the world's tb.ic,.rcs, 
drunkards, prostitutes and murderers. The improvement of the race, 
she thought, must depend upon the freedom of women to choose the 
7. Ibid., p. 100. 
8. Ibid., p. 232. 
9. Ibid., p. 251. 
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fathers of their children, and she did not think that children 
would suffer if women had children by different men. 10 
Furthermore, Mrs. Nichols held monogamy responsible for the 
r.espectable Victorian woman's distaste for sex: 
A healthy and loving woman is impelled to material union as surely, often as strongly, as man. The apathy of the sexu3l instinct in woman is caused by the enclaved and unhealthy condition in whicl1 she lives. 11 
;tn. a. chapter called "Facts and Illustrations," she detailed a 
ntt.n:i.ber of rather melodramatic, yet plausible, case l1istories 
from-. her medical practice. They all tended to illustrate her 
th·esis that when a woman lacks or loses "the wish and po,..,er for 
amative pleasure," it is a disease caused by a cancerous uterus 
or by masturbation, both of which were in trun produced by un-
loving marital intercourse forced upon the patient or her mother. 
In addition to bathing, she always prescribed to her patients that 
they follow absolutely the dictates of their o\m l1earts. 
Just two years after the publication of this book, the Nichols 
removed to Yellow Springs, Ohio, to set up a free-love, associative 
community called Memnomia. Their endeavours were delaved bv the ~ -
fierce opposition of none other than Horace ~~nn, who felt the 
community would corrupt the undergraduates of ,\ntioch College, also 
in Yellow Springs, and of which Mr. Mann was then President. He 
10. Ibid., pp. 202-207. 
11. Ibid. 
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:-ne:ed not have worried, however, for it turned out that the Nichols 
"believed people needed a long period of preparation, of leart1ing 
:self-discipline, before they could successfully practice l1arr:1011ic 
,cooperation. Accordingly, the Nichols appointed tl1emsel\rcs "pro-
vi.sional despots" of the little community, and laid down a very 
-a:aceti.c rule, which, among other things, forbade scxt1al intercot1rse 
'between free lovers except "when the good of humanit~l requires a 
child." This was understandably considered by readers of Nicl1ols' 
Monthly a hard doctrine, and Mrs. Nicl1ols came under attack from 
two opposing camps: "from the world whicl1 called her licentious 
and depraved, and from brothers in the movement wl10 called her an 
12 ascetic despot." One year later, the Nichols, witl1 a small group 
of their followers, were received into the Roman Catl1olic Cl1urch • 
. 
Victoria Woodhull 
It might well be claimed that Victoria Woodhull deserves no 
place in a study of feminists, or indeed in a study of any group 
other than famous charlatans and imposters. Yet the fact , remains 
that she captured the enthusiasm of other major feminists, in-
cluding Isabella Beecher Hooker, Elizabeth Cady Stanton, ?-1.artha 
Wright and Susan B. Anthony, and almost dominated the entire feminist 
movement for a brief period in the '70s until the number of scandals 
12. Philip Gleason, "From Free-Love to Catholicism: Dr. and Mrs. Thomas L. Nichols at Yellow Springs, u The Ohio }listorical Quarterly, vol. 70, no. 4 (October, 1961), pp. 283-307. 
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involving her convinced the movement's leaders to maintain their 
distance. Still, many of them continued to express S)rmpathy' for 
her while she, although becoming an apostate with rc~~.-ir,l t.o vir-
tually all her other radical beliefs, remained a feminist and 
suffragist to the end of her very long life. 
She and her sister, Tennessee, ,.. the large, bravling came trom 
Cla£line family, generally considered tl1e ,. Homer, ()ll io , scum ot as 
the sordidness of their life was relieved only by their genuine 
talent for charlatanry and quackery. After rnanv travels and .. 
vicissitudes, involving marriages as well as prowiscuity, and 
possibly prostitution, the sisters (now Vic tor ia t.•loodhu 11 and 
Tennessee Claflin), with much of the rest of tl1r tribe in tow, burst 
_into the limelight in New York in 1868 because ·rennie had won tl1e 
admir:ation of Commodore Cornelius Vanderbilt with her tal(~nts ··1 C f ,, ..:~ 
,a spiritualist and healer, among other things. Vanderbilt enabled 
the sisters to establish themselves on Wall Street as 11Woodt1ull, 
Claflin & Co., Bankers & Brokers."13 
Victoria, then 29, was already living with, and possibly 
married to, one Colonel James H. Blood. In tl1e words of l1er bio-
grapher, Emanie Sachs, Colonel Blood was "half philosophical anarchist, 
half state socialist, with a flavor of mysticism. He believed in 
13. These details and most of the biographical material following may be easily found in Emanie Sac11s' excellent study, The Terrible Siren. Victoria Woodhull ( 18 38-19 2 7) (~·~ct..: York, 1928). 
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.a curious kind of reincarnation, in free love, and in fiat monev •••• 4'' 
:Colonel Blood brought causes into Victoria's life .•.. He welded the 
chaos of her early life into a philosophy. 014 \fuether Colonel Blood 
welded Victoria, or Victoria - in all probability illiterate as 
well as ignorant - was the one who turned Colonel Blood and his 
learning to her service, the result was spectacular. Victoria was 
able ·to convince the world that she was a cultivated as well as 
be~utiful and strong-minded lady. 
Bursting into fame as a lady broker, her first posturing 
b.efore the press, with which she was to conduct a 1 if e- Long if 
'fantastically stormy love affair, was naturally that of ~1 tl1orough-
going feminist. In particular, her publicity abounded -c.i1itl1 the 
theme that while the other feminists held conve11ti.ons and created 
nothing but a lot of noise, here was a lady who put her belief into 
ac'tion rather than talk. 
In May, 1870, appeared the first issue of Woodhull & Claflin's 
Weekly, which was probably written mostly by Colonel Blood and tl1e 
learned anarchist and free-love advocate Stephen Pearl Andrews. 
The publication, which was received quite favorably in liberal 
quarters for many months, and in radical quarters for most of its 
six-year life, headlined the slogans "Progress! Free 1'l1ot1ght ! 
Untrammeled Lives!" on its masthead (above advertisements of important 
financial houses, which Tennie was somehow able to secure) • 
.. 14. Ibid. , pp. 43-46. 
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Then Victoria met and charmed General Benjamin Butler and 
through his influence was able to get l1er memorial on wotn.tin suffrage 
presented in the U.S. Senate and llouse of Representatives, referred 
to the Judiciary Committee and printed. 1~l1us 1't (""lml• ·1r),,1tt· rr1· 1 t "' ··" ... - .. ... ... ,_ ,!._ ... • II, • "' 1111 . <\., 'lie "' Ji, 
just at the time the National Woman Suffrage ,\ssociatio11 l;1dies 
·w~re to open their third annual convention in Washington, Victoria 
:Woodhull was to address the Judiciary Commit tee of the House of 
Representatives, an official recognition none of t11e !{\ .. 'S.r\ 1~1dles 
had achieved. Victoria captivated everybody, Congressmen and 
feminists alike. Though some gossip about the Cl;1f lir't. hack.ground 
had reached them, the leaders of the N\~S.A l1eld to !·1rs. St:inton's 
noble view that "When the men who make laws for us in \,lashin~ton 
can stand forth and declare themselves pure a11d u11spottcd from all 
the sins mentioned in the Decalogue, tl1er1 \.Je \,.~111 dt·r:::1nd tt1at c,tcr}' 
woman who makes a constitutional argument on our platform si1:1ll he 
as chaste as Diana ... We harve had women enough sacrificed to tl,ls 
sentimental hypocritical prating about purity. This i.s one of man's 
most effective engines for our division and subjugatiot1. 1115 Tl1at 
was probably the NWSA's finest hour. 
But it was not to last. Victoria and the NWSA women could 
happily put up with being excoriated for eitl1er tr1c lady's past 
or for the radical ideas she put forward in the Weeklv, especially 
15. Ibid., pp. 78-79. 
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tis her public advocacy of free love was not yet defined as anything 
··mo.r·e than an advocacy of easy divorce. But when tl1e renewed brawl-
i.ng of her family brought into the courts and ner.i.1spapcrs scat1dals 
abbtit her present mode of life, Victoria fought back like a tigress 
_and abandoned all hedging on the free-love question. The NWSA re-
.luctantly dropped her. 
In November, 1872, the Weekly printed the full details of 
·Het1ry Ward Beecher's alleged love affair witt1 Elizabett1 Tilton, 
~if.e of Theodore Tilton, charging that the famot1s preacher hypo-
ccri-tically practiced what Victoria and Tennie preached. ,\ccord lng 
to the article, Victoria did not blame him for the affair, but for 
hypocrisy: 
The jmmense physical potency of ~1r. Beecl1er and the indomitable urgency of his grc;_it nature for the intimacy and embr:1ccs of the nob 1 e and cu 1 tu red \.Jorn e 11 ab o u t 11 i rn , instead of being a bad t11ing as the ,.,;orld thinks .•. is one of tl1e noblest and grz1ndest endowments of tl1is truly· grca t rcpr1.:SL'n tat ive man ... Every great man of r1r. Bccc. her 1 ::;; L ype, has had in the past, and 1..Jill ever h~1\re, tl1e need for and the right to, the loving manifestations of many women ... 16 
Needless to say, if Victoria thought she was persecuted before. 
'She was to find out what real persecution was after this. But for 
som~. ·t-ime, she stuck bravely to her guns. 
-1.6. Quoted in Sachs, The Terrible Siren, pp. 174-175. 
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On various public platforms, Victoria denounced the prison 
.of legal marriage. It was monstrous to compel people to live 
together; a prostitute could refuse to cohabit, but a wife couldn't. 
And it didn't matter whether children knew wl10 tl1eir fatlicrs were, 
bnly that they be cared for. She laughed at the pretenciccl sc1lici-
tude for children of the sexual purists who daily overlooked tl1e 
fact that the city streets were full of l1omeless, l1alf-starv·ed, 
untaught little ones. The only crime ,o1as se:,ual intercourst.~ ob-
tained by force. If she or anyone else wanted sexu;;il tntercourse 
with one hundred men, there was no good reason to deny one's self. 
And she told the tenth annual convention of tr1c :\mcrica11 .Association 
of Spiritualists (of which she was President) in Chicago in 
September, 1873: 
... take this as coming from the wisest and best of spirits ... I am commandL)d to de C 1 are Un t O y OU t 11 a t in l tl C d c· :-; p i >~ C l: problem of sexuality 1 ics l r1c· kL:~: t :1;1 t s ha 11 s er v e t o o p en t 11 c d u l .\ r "- , 1- : :: .· ~ L t. • r- i. a 1 i t y . . • [nothing is so J des true L i,.,-l.'. :l:-; th:~ t • 
. 1 1 1 • 1· . 1 1 n t er c our s e c a r r ~L c. c u n 1 ~ 1 t01 1 t tL 1 l , : ~ .. : 1 t no u t regard t o p er f e c t a 11 cJ r L' c .i p :r c, \, : ~ : , , o : 1 ,-; u I~1m::. t ion . . . I need not explc.1i11 to :1ny 1,.;,)1~1:1~1 t tll.' l.' :- :- c'.,.: ts of unconsummated ir1tcrcourst..~ ... E1:L c·-.-t·r-·: man needs to l1ave it t11undcrl..'.ci i :: :1 i :-; ears ... that 11 e sh a 11 no l , c i lilt..: r : · :r ,_, t:l ignorance or selfisl1 desire, l.~:1rr~: r1cr impulse for\-lard only to co.st it b.-~l_'l,:\.tard with its mission unfulfilled to prostrate 
I 
.. 
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the impelling power and breed nervous debility or irritability and sexual demor·alization ... This invol\.res a 1...Jl1ole 
science and a fine art, hardly yet broached to human thought, noi:..; crimi11ally repressed and ~efeated by the prejudices 
of mankind ... 1 
So ahead of its time is this remarkable speech, that one may 
sympathize with the claim of her biographer, Ernanie Sac11s, that 
this woman (whom Theodore Tilton, while infatuated with l1er, called 
.the "Joan of Arc of the woman's movement,") was on her way to real 
''sociological significance" and "might have been the l1istorical 
symbol for man's release from fundamental fears and artificial 
shames." Instead, during 1876 she became a complete apostate. 
Her biographer feels she probably did so because of sickness and 
poverty, and states that "There is some evidence tl1at sl1e h.:1d a 
feminine ailment, amenable to surgery, and aggravated by1' neglect, 
·WP.ion could have produced enough anemia to sap any woman's fortitude, 
as well as her interest in sex ..• 1118 
Whether it was opportunism or a true change of heart based 
on physical troubles, as she traversed the lecture circuit for her 
b1ead (the brokerage business gone and Colonel Blood having no idea 
of· how to make money), she started changing l1er tune to one em-
phasizing purity, marriage and motherhood, and maintaining that 
17. Quoted in Emanie Sachs, The Terrible Siren, p. 224. 
18. Sachs, The Terrible Siren, p. 267. 
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the :only free love she had ever preached was the "free love of 
:God to the world."19 On September 18, 1876, sl1e entertained Nev 
York with the spectacle of 11 The l-Iigh Priestess of Free Li.Yvc" 
getting a divorce for infidelity, as one paper put it. Actually, 
she divorced Colonel Blood for giving away her hard-earned money. 
Then a great stroke of luck rescued l1cr in January, 1877, 
when Commodore Vanderbilt died. He left her 11ott1ing, but l1is 
beneficiary seems to have paid her and Tennie l1andsomely for 
leaving the country so that their relationship to the Commodore 
could not be exploited for the purpose of t11ro\,.1int; • • • tl o u £) t ,) n the 
old man's sanity in his later days. Victoria left :\nerica for 
England, traveling in style. After a rest and some surRery, she. 
commenced lecturing again in England in Decer:1bcr, 1.877. 
Besides female suffrage, her new theme \..1as that tl1c Biblical 
Garden of Eden was really the human body, and the Original Sin was 
the commencement by man, while still a monkey, of copulation otJt 
of season, i.e. of copulation for purposes other tl1an reprodu.;-t lon. 
Salvation could only be achieved through women, who would lead cen 
. l . 20 in a return to sexua purity. Not only were these lectures quite 
successful, but before long Victoria and ·rcnnic h;td hoth t:larricd 
wealthy English gentlemen, and settled down to long and c.~omf ort;1ble 
lives. 
19. Quoted in Sachs, The Terrible Siren, p. 278. 
20. Victoria Claflin Woodhull and ·rcnncssee Claflin, The ltuman Body The Temple of God (London, 1890), pp. 22-51. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
If the sample presented in the study is truly representative, 
.. most 19th-century American feminists are more strikir1g for their 
·v-ictorianism than for their feminism. The majority of the sample 
cl:early believed in innate differ enc es between the sexes in per-
:sonality and temperament, and the differences were all in the 
direction of the Victorian ideal of true t.;romanhood. Tl1ev f i rml v 
., 
l>elieved women to be made of finer stuff, to have subtler, more 
in.tu·it.ive mental processes, and to be more spiritual and altruistic; 
:nor.ie :considered women more selfish, aggressive or lustft1l. Tl1us 
it appears that 19th-century feminism was based mainly on an accept-
:a:n.ce-, .rather than a rejection of the fundamental Victorian co11cept 
:o·f ·W.bto.an' s nature. 
The feminists did reject certain implications of the Victorian 
concept of femininity. In her excellent analysis of the subject, 
Barbara Welter divided the attributes of "True Womanl1ood" it1to four 
ca~dinal virtues -- piety, purity, b . . i i . . l su miss 1 veness anc ( omt:~s t 1 ct t v. 
,· 
·rt. seems from this sample that the majority of the 19th-century 
feminists in America were very firm believers in the superior piety 
and purity of women. They differed with the "Cult of Tru.e Womanl1ood 11 
only in concluding, rather logically, that since women arc morally 
superior, the good of the race depends not upon their being sub-
missive but upon their exercising moral leadership. 
1. Barbara Welter, "The Cult of True Womanhood: 1820-1860,'' American Quarterly, XVIII (S11nuner, 1966), 152. 
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They nearly all agreed that women's moral leadership began 
.. 
in the home, and was incompatible with any view of marriage in-
valving the complete submission of the wife to tl1e rule of tl1c 
husband. Even the relatively conservative 2-irs. llale considered 
the wife as rightly the "controlling por.,.1er" in tl1e l1omc. She tJ~1nted 
wives to be firmer in enforcing tl1eir code of morals upo11 th1:.:-ir 
husbands and society in general, and to exercise a stri}~ent control 
over entree to the home and thus into respectable society. 
For these middle-class women, tl1e \.Jife's exercise of moral 
I:eadership in the home was involved witl1 their desire to "c:(ercise 
·control over their own bodies" and escape botl1 unwan.ted pregn;111cy 
and what they considered excessive frequency of intercot1rse. With 
the except ion of the "other Victor i a 11 , " ~1 rs . \~ o o d h tJ 11 , and poss i b 1 y 
of Mrs. Nichols (and of both of these for only a oart of thetr ,, . 
lives), the ladies in the sample do not seem to ha,.re had idea 
that sex could or should be a regular source of pleasure and ful-
fullment for women. 
That they were different in this respect from other middle-
class women of the period is doubtful. 1\s Page Smitl1 l1as observed, 
"In the nineteenth and the early decades of tl1e tr,,,'cnt ieti1 centurv 
~' ' 
• 
virtually all of the women who wrote, even in tl1e most el.liptic.-11 
terms, of sex and sexuality, viewed it as a bl 'igl1t or illness whicll 
2 somehow be suppressed or cured.'' Aritficial birth control was felt 
2. Page Smith, Daughters of the Promised Land (Boston, 1970), p. 234. 
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t:o· be improper and contrary to the will of God by the vast Tni'1_jority 
of the middle class, and knowledge of the then-available tccl1niques, 
which were not very reliable anY'i1ay, was not easily accessible to 
t,he middle-class matron. What attention she gave to sex was tr1us 
channeled into the devising of a variety of stratagems, l11c lud ing 
d.elicate health, for limiting the occasions of intercourse with 
3 her· husband in order to avoid pregnancy. The fact tl1at tl1e one 
·woinan in the study who definitely showed a thorougl1 understanding 
~rid appreciation of sexual pleasure, Victoria Woodhull, was al.so 
t-he only one in the sample to come from a lower class background, 
supports the evidence developed by Steven Marcus in regard to England 
that sexual repression was closely connected with class ar1d witl1 
t . .. f d b·1· 4 s riving or upwar mo 1 1ty. 
_,/ 
The feminists also differed with prevailing Victorian ideas 
in their view of woman's "sphere" or social role outside tl1e l1ome. 
Most fundamentally, they denied the right of men -- whom they con-
sidered as overall inferior or equal, but never superior, beings --
to prescribe a "sphere" for women. Beyond that, there was considerable disagreement, although the majority of this sample were in favor of 
women filling virtually all kinds of social roles. 
\ 
~
. 
\ ·3. Ib~d., pp. 132-134, 227-232. 
4. The Other Victorians; A Study of Sexuality and PornosraphI in Mid Nineteenth Century England (New York, 1966), pp. 136-149. 
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Mrs. Smith and Mrs. Farnham both considered any kind of work 
f,or women preferable to loveless marriages or poverty', and tl1us 
wanted all avenues of wealth open to women; but they did not think 
that labor for gain as opposed to altruistic work would ultimately 
:be woman's greatest means of personal fulfillment, because wona11, 
in their view, was best suited for moral and spiritual leadership. 
Mrs. Hale's ideas were roughly similar; s11e crusaded for tl1e right 
of women to play altruistic roles at the highest level, in teaching 
~n.d med-icine, for example, or, in case of need but lack of qt1al-
~fic~tion, to take up lower level non-altruistic work sucl1 as 
:clerking, but she was adament in her view tl1at men l1ad tl,c right 
to leadership in industry and government. 
The others (discounting Mrs. Hooker, whose views are unclear 
.. in this respect), the majority of the sample, claimed women could 
:and should fill all types of social roles. Neither ~·frs. 1,;ichols 
nor Mrs. Woodhull elaborated on this subject, being more interested 
in purely sexual relations. For ~irs. Mott and Mrs. Stanton, it 
was quite logical to take the position tl1at womet1 should f i 11 all 
t.ind·s of social roles since they were relatively· clear aru:i con-
sistent in denying the existence of sexual differences in personal-
ity and temperament (although t{rs. Stanton did at tlmes giv·c in to 
the temptation to claim woman's moral superiority and tllc race's 
need of her moral leadership). Mrs. Blackwell, alone in our sample, 
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combined an emphasis on sexual differences in personality with a 
strong belief that women could best find personal fulfillment 
through active participation in all types of social roles at all 
levels, including the non-altruistic. In this respect, her tl'iought 
may be seen as an attempt to reconcile antagonistic. or at least 
inconsistent, elements of feminist ideology. 
At the outset, this study sought to explain the reason for 
the ideological confusion displayed on the surface of tl1e organized 
movement - why the leaders sometimes talked as though women were 
practically equivalent to men, and at other times as though ,.,..(1r:1cn 
were so different that a reformation of the ,.,orld could be e:,pectcd 
from women's more active participation. The study· indicates that 
this was not, on the conscious level at least, a case of the feminists 
·weakly and opportunistically giving in to currently accepted • • tcteas 
to. gain respectability. Rather the ideological confusio11 displayed 
o.n the surface of the movement was a reflection of fundamental dis-
agreements among its members as to the existence or non-existence 
of sexual differences in overall personality and the implications 
qf such differences. 
,Also,. and more importantly, the study indicates that for the 
major.icy - rather than the minority, as one might suppose -
f'..em.inism did not entail a rejection of the Victorian "Cult of True 
Womanhood" but rather a fuller acceptance or logical extension of 
I 
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this cult's own implications (combined with a cleansing from it 
of various foolish and nonessential elements, such as the affec-
ta-t.ion o:f delicacy and the notion that tl1e fallen lady could never 
be rehabilitated). Thus, although the two founders, Lucretia 
Mott and Elizabeth Cady Stanton, both deprecated the idea of innate 
sexual differences in personality, their views in this respect were 
not shared by the majority of nineteenth-century feminists. 
This study was confined to feminists who became active before 
·the end of the third quarter of the century, but otl1er studies 
of: t_h~ feminist movement, particularly those of :\ileen ~,:rad itc.r 
:and. William O'Neill, strongly suggest that these concl.t1sio11s apply 
to the movement as a whole up until its demise in the early 1920s • 
. :During the latter period, the feminists increasir1gly crnphastzed 
the claim that political power for women was political 
reform, for social purity (chastity), temperance, and, later, other 
progressive nostrums; 5 such a claim col1ld 011ly logic;1lly proceed 
from a definition of woman's nature similar to that of ti1e "Cult 
of True Womanhood." Thus, it is no mystery tl1at tl1e sex\1al rcv'olution 
following World War I involved a rejection of feminism; fcmlntsm 
was identified with the Victorian view of sexuality, ;..·l1lcl1 dcriied 
5. Aileen Kraditer discusses this at length in The Ideas of the Woman Suffrage Movement, 1890-1920 (New York, 1965) and in brief in Up From the Pedestal (Chicago, 1968), p. 18. 
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that women had sexual desires, and that it was natural for women 
to be as concerned with their own pleasure as with the good of 
humanity. 
It was also noted at the outset that some contemporary scholars 
and feminists consider the 19th and early 20th-century rnov·cmcr\t a 
failure. They are right in that the movement failed to alter the 
country's basic conception of the differences between tl1c sexes and 
of the proper relation between the sexes. The stt1dv clearlv d(·t::0,1-~ 
' 
st:i:ates that the feminists did not change the country's idea of 
sexuality because they developed no adequate alternativ·c; in fact, 
the majority agreed with the fundamentals of t11e pre\r;i.iling view. 
:furthermore, they based their claim that women should e:,.:erc ise more 
leadership within and without the home on the most fallacious aspect 
of the Victorian idea of sexuality, the notion tl1at women are morally 
However, this does not mean that the 19th-century feminist 
movement can be dismissed entirely as a failure. It must be re-
membered that not only the achievements, but also the goz1 ls of the 
19th-century feminists were limited by the Victorian context of their 
thinking and that their goals were realized (with tl1e l1elp of 
industrialization) in so far as possible within tl1a t contL):•:t. 
That what has been achieved so far does not satisfy tl1e woman of 
to·day, for whom the whole context of life and thought is radically 
-- ~~--~-- _.........,....,,,....._.......-------....................................... 1111111111111111111111 
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different, does not mean that it would not satisfy a resurrecte·d 
Victorian feminist. 6 
The majority of 19th-century feminists, for example, were 
confirmed Christians. In fact, the ncul t of Trt1e \·lorna11hood 11 may 
be seen as an application of the Christian dichotomy· bet\..'eet1 tl1e 
ma.terial and the spiritual to the question of sexuality. ,\s Christians, 
t.hey considered monogamy absolutely essential. Thus, wl1ile tl1ey 
aaserted men have no right to define women's social "sphere," they 
were entirely unprepared to investigate whether abandonment of 
·tnonogamy might not be necessary before women could in large numbers 
lie free of domesticity as a dominating factor in their li\1 es. Their 
·goal was that given the demands of monogamy, women sl1ould be free 
:~S: possible to enter other "spheres." 
.Antoinette Brown Blackwell was the quintessential Victorian 
feminist in this respect. Her goal was simply tl1at during tl1e years 
her family needs her most, a young woman should be able to get 11cr 
husband to help with the children and the housework so she cat1 get 
out of the house on a part-time basis, and after her children are 
.g-~own·, ·that she be able to exercise l1er talents outsidL·. the l1ome 
... 
' 
·full-time. This is all rather commonplace today. Tl1e fa.ct is that 
6. Max Lerner presents another formulation of this idea in America As A Civilization (Ne1:...r York, 1957), p. 603, \,.rhcn. he speaks of a succession of women's revolutior1s during the l~)t.h :1:1d :~O'tt1 centuries, furst the suffrage, then t11e se:-(ual, and then tl1e job revolution. 
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many: women are now ready for new goals: they don't '-ant to get 
out of the house just part-time, and they are not willing to wait 
until they are fifty, when they will be at a great disadvantage 
in a competitive, specialized world, to start fl1ll-timc careers. 
Aileen Kraditer has said that "inequality of the se:,cs still 
,exists because the family structure has remained basicall)' tJn-
7 changed.'' The 19th-century feminists wanted greater freedom for 
women within the context and the limits imposed by the :~_·-_:_::: it.:,· 
structure they knew. William O'Neill l1as b 1~1rncd Lit i.s s(~cnir\g 
timidity on the fact that after tl1e \.Joodl1L1ll ~1ffz1irs, tr f . or 'tears ,r 
a taint of free love clung to woman suffrage, embarrassing its 
'pa-rtisans, and, most importantly, inspiring in the.m a profot1r1d 
revulsion against everything unortl1odox. " 8 Actually, ti1e study 
indicates that the majority of Victorian feminists r,,.rould nc:\"er l1ave 
eupported any discussion of change in the family structure in any 
event·-. 
Another limiting factor in the thinking of the Victorian 
·feminists was their lack of scientific objectivity. 'fhc oualities • 
they considered desirable in women, they believed innate, and tl1e 
. qualities they considered undesirable, they believed environmentally 
7. Kraditer, Up From the Pedestal, p. 24. 
8. The Woman Movement, p. 28. 
?.' 
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·c.liused. This was as far as their thinking about the socialization 
o:f children into sexual roles went. They were entirely unprepared, 
for example, to consider whether girls were socialized into the 
·adoption of altruistic or self-effacing attitudes, and whether 
th1.s, socialization made women less effective in pursuing careers 
9.:;r psychologically and physiologically less healthy in general. 
:To most of these ladies, altruism was a great gift, dispensed by 
·th·e Lord; they assumed it was woman's prime qualification for greater 
_p·art-icipation in industry and government. They were wrong, of 
course, both because women have probably never really been less 
s,elfish than men (but have only been socialized into pretending 
altruism), and because people in general have been noticably and 
c:artp.i.lly reluctant to entrust important affairs to tl1ose whose main 
qualification is a claim to altruism. 
Today, we still lack any definite answers from science and 
psychology as to the existence of innate differences between the 
sexes in personality and temperament. Yet a gre3t deal of social-
iz·at·ion of children into sexual stereotypes undoubtedly goes on in 
-a :haphazard, semi-conscious and often contradictory way. In fact, 
~tis quite possible that the confusion involved in the current 
socialization is as responsible for current tensions as the rigidity. 
Margaret Mead has pointed out that in modern America boys and girls 
are treated as alike and as unlike according to whichever seems to 
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·p."I:'o·vide a better goal to achievement at the moment. Boys are m.ude 
to feel that it's a shame to be outstripped by a girl, and yet are 
put into competition with girls of the san1c ;1ge, r,..,ho nu1turc earlier, 
.in many skills, such as reading and writing, wl1ere boys h;ri.:e no 
natural advantage. Thus they learn both that "girls can do most 
of the things that boys can do for which rewards are meted out and 
that it is intolerable that they should, because it l1as been ~1de 
humiliating. This is expressed in later life in tr1e rclativ·cly 
high accessibility of most occupations to women, but also in the 
bitter fight that is put up ... against giving women jobs that carry 
high salaries or administrative powers." Similarly, girls arc 
tai~ht to compete with boys, and then to despise any boy tr1ey can 
b.e:at. "So we end up with the contradictory picture of a society 
that appears to throw its doors open to women, but translates her 
·~very step toward success has having been damaging -- to i1er ot..rn 
chances of marriage, and to the men whom she passes on tl1e road. " 9 
Whether science will ever find the answer to the qucst1on of 
·.:tnnate sexual differences in personality or wl1etl1er we will continue 
9. Male and Female, A Study of the Sexes in a Changing World. (New York , 19 5 0) , pp . 314- 315 . J\ 11 um b er o f o t 11 c r r,,tr L t e r s h :i '.t (' a 1 so discussed the problem of inco11sistc11cy i11 the St)(' i :l 1 i :::it i ·:: ,: : he sexes. See, for example, Rutl1 E. 1Iartle:'/, ":'\Elt_:ri1._':1:1 Ct)I"t· l:ul:.u?-c," in Sex Roles in Changing Society, cd. by Georgene H. Ser. .. ·ard ;ind Robert C. Williamson (New York, 1970). 
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:t:.o c'reate these differences for social purposes remains to be seen. 
It is likely that our view of sexuality will be affected by the con-
t:1,:nuing development of technological and ecological problems in 
so far as they dictate changes in the birth rate and in social 
or:ganization. The only thing that is perfectly clear at present 
::is that women would benefit more from a dispassionate and serious 
:ii;tql.iiry into the questions of sexuality and social organizatiot1 
than from rhetoric about male domination. If today's feminists 
fail to_ take an objective look at sexuality and contribute some 
:·cl:~.ar thinking on the subject, they will only add to t11c present 
, 
·confusion. Furthemore, they will fail, as the Victorian f cr:1inists 
failed, to have any important effect on deep-seated attitudes, and 
will only bring about superficial changes. Also, the whole question 
equally involves both sexes and cannot be dealt with simply .-is ,-in 
adversary proceeding of one sex against the other. "1\ s stir e l v as 
. 
we believe that the present troublesome problems of se}-: adjustment 
a+-e due to the position of women alone, we commit ourscl,ves to a 
long series of false moves as we attempt to push women out of the 
home, into the home, out of the home, adding mounting confusion to 
the difficulties born of a changing world-climate of opinion, a 
shifting technology, and an increasing rate and violence of cultural 10 change." 
10. Mead, Male and Female, pp. 300-301. ... 
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